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Abstract

This research explored whether there was a difference between two methods of phonemic awareness instruction. Two groups of kindergarten students were selected. One group received an implicit method of phonemic awareness instruction. A second group received an explicit model of phonemic awareness instruction. Of particular concern were these questions: What is the impact of phonemic awareness instruction on reading achievement? How does phonemic awareness instruction delivered via an implicit instructional method differ from an explicit, scripted method of instruction in their respective impact on reading achievement? Triangulation between the qualitative and quantitative data support the finding that an explicit method of phonemic awareness instruction appears to provide greater academic achievement over an implicit method.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Statement of the Problem

The task of learning to read is not natural, simple or automatic. Reading involves the simultaneous cognitive processes of linking the abstractions of phonemes (sounds) to graphemes (letters) to morphemes (words). The ultimate goal of these processes is to arrive at comprehension (meaning). Since phonemes convey no meaning, these abstractions remain unclear for many Kindergarten students striving toward literacy.

Phonological awareness has been defined in *The Literacy Dictionary* (1995) as an awareness of sounds heard in words, syllables, onsets and rimes and phonemes. Phonemes are the smallest individual units of sound in language. Phonemic awareness is an awareness of sounds comprising the spoken word.

The insight that phonemes can be blended and segmented within a word is an abstract skill not easily attained. Phonemes are not consciously articulated as they are spoken. Rather they are subconsciously blended from one phoneme to another and pronounced as one word. Many students and some adults lack the ability to hear the basic phonemic awareness elements in words often resulting in reading difficulty. Tasks requiring phonemic awareness mastery have ranged from the simple such as rhyming, later to phoneme blending and ultimately to the more complex skill of isolating and deleting phonemes within words.
The Purpose of the Study

This study explores whether there is a difference between two methods of phonemic awareness instruction. Two groups of kindergarten students will be selected. One group will receive an implicit method of phonemic awareness instruction (Yopp, 1992; Wasik, 1991; Jerger, 1996; Adams, 1998). Implicit instruction is implied but not directly stated. Teachers who instruct phonemic awareness implicitly do not draw the associations between the letter (grapheme) and the sound (phoneme). The second group will be instructed in phonemic awareness using an explicit or direct instruction method (Griffith & Olson, 1992; Cunningham, 1990; Bradley & Bryant, 1985; Ehri and Wilce, 1987). Explicit instruction is teacher-directed, clearly-stated and often scripted instruction. This study will suggest whether one environment of instruction is more conducive to the acquisition of phonemic awareness over another.

Historical Overview of Reading Instruction

Learning to read without first mastering the connections between letters and sounds and how words are created are not a new concept. In fact, the Reading War that emerged in the 1980’s can trace its roots to an earlier era with Horace Mann. Horace Mann, a reformer in the 1800’s promoted teaching students meaningful words over letters and sounds.

Later on in the 1920’s, John Dewey expanded the whole word methodology to also incorporate real-life experiences. This meaning-first method of reading instruction dominated classroom instruction throughout the 1950’s. Reading instruction during this era utilized popularized “sight” and the “look-say” terminologies. This look-say reading
instruction prevailed in reading instruction until the early 1970’s producing texts such as the *Dick and Jane* readers and Dr. Seuss’s *The Cat in the Hat* series.

Two publications polarized reading instruction. Rudolf Flesch’s 1955 publication of *Why Johnny Can’t Read* struck down educational beliefs by espousing a need for phonics instruction in beginning reading instruction. He urged a return to phonics instruction and opposed the whole word approaches.

Jeanne Chall’s 1967 publication of *Learning to Read: The Great Debate* asserted that a code-emphasis (referring to the alphabetic code) method of reading instruction based on phonics produced superior results over a meaning-emphasis approach. The Great Debate label surfaced in Chall’s book as a result of her research emphasizing the disagreement between phonics-first advocates as opposed to those who felt students should be taught to read via whole-word, sight word or look-say approaches. Chall concluded that direct instruction in phonics was critical for students to gain reading fluency and word identification skills.

The 1983 publication of *A Nation At Risk* affirmed, “The educational foundations of our society are presently being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Nation and a people.” *A Nation at Risk* focused on developing the talents of all students to their highest potential. Rather that focusing on minimum requirements, the document promoted setting high standards as goals for students to achieve.

*A Nation At Risk* charged the public to be a part of a “Learning Society”. This society should be committed to education not just because of its value for career goals but more importantly because education adds to the quality of life. The Learning Society offered a vision for life-long learning for all citizens.
Fifteen years after the publication of *A Nation at Risk* an action plan for reforming reading and math was developed in the document *Every Child Reading*. Released by the Learning First Alliance in 1998 *Every Child Reading* established as its goal every student reading well and every student graduating from high school as readers. In order to achieve these goals the Alliance proposed the following educational improvements,

1. Extensive professional development for teachers.
2. Additional staff to reduce class size.
4. The Establishment of high performance standards on district, state and national policies.
5. Parental support for educational improvement strategies.
6. Parents ascertaining that their children arrive at school ready to learn every day.
7. Revision of school organizations to produce more efficient classroom groupings and more effective use of Title I funds.
8. Additional research.

The Alliance cautioned that all of these reforms needed to occur simultaneously to significantly increase reading success for students. The Alliance divided the grade levels into two categories. *Every Child Reading* focuses on reading instruction in Pre-kindergarten, Kindergarten and first grade while Beginning Reading focused on Second grade and beyond. Within each category are specific suggestions for improvement. The Learning First Alliance emphasized incorporating a balance between phonics and
literature. They stated, “We cannot wait for research to answer every question while another generation of children falls behind.”

The Reading War set as rivals the phonics (code-emphasis) advocates against whole language (meaning-emphasis) proponents. Victor Froese (1991) refers to whole language as a learner-centered, literature-based method of reading instruction. He emphasized the focus needed to be on immersing students in meaningful reading and writing situations. Whole language proponents believed that there is a close relationship between listening, speaking, reading and writing. They further claimed that whole language builds on the less developed languages of reading and writing. “Extensive exposure to print and reading helps children internalize not only the correct spellings of words, but also the spelling patterns” (Daniels, Zemelman, Bizar, 1999).

**Significance of the Study**

It is of great consequence for educators everywhere to produce a literate work force. In order for a student to progress academically he needs to be able to read and understand what he’s read. If the skill of phonemic awareness reduces the incidence of reading delays and disabilities then it is a skill worthy of intense scrutiny (Griffith & Olson, 1992).

This study further claims distinction in its application of both qualitative and quantitative research paradigms. Classroom observations, document analyses and interviews reflected the qualitative research design. The quantitative paradigm was utilized in collecting and analyzing the results of the numerical data such as tests and questionnaires. The use of multiple research methods increased the breadth and depth of the investigation.

Research Questions

1. What is the impact of phonemic awareness instruction on reading achievement for kindergarten students?

2. How does phonemic awareness instruction delivered via an implicit instructional method differ from an explicit, scripted method of instruction in their respective impact on reading achievement?
Chapter 2
Review of the Literature

A search of the literature was conducted targeting the impact of phonemic awareness instruction specifically focusing on a Kindergarten population. The following topics were addressed; philosophical perspectives, assessment and instructional practices. In addition, The International Reading Association’s (IRA) position statement on Phonemic Awareness and the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) position statement on Developmental Appropriateness were also discussed. The No Child Left Behind Act and the National Reading Panel report were the final two areas presented in the literature search.

Philosophical Perspectives

Research on reading acquisition has converged via many divergent disciplines. In addition to education, psychologists, medical scientists and neurophysiologists have all studied different aspects of reading.

Learning to read is a continuous developmental progress commencing at birth. According to Piaget (1970), learning parallels growth and development to a certain degree. Learning development occurs as a result of maturation (nature) rather than through environmental influences (nurture). Piaget’s cognitive development theory states that learning occurs through the processes of assimilation and accommodation. In assimilation the student absorbs the new learning. Through accommodation existing knowledge adjusts and is integrated to accommodate the new instruction. Moreover, according to Piaget, learning needs to proceed from the concrete to the abstract. Learning must commence at the concrete level in order for students to relate the new knowledge to
their existing background schema. More difficult concepts are then constructed which then scaffolds upon a foundation of simpler knowledge.

An additional tenet of Piaget’s theory of cognitive development asserts that for learning to occur, the student must be able to independently explore and manipulate his environment. Piaget believed that the student should be allowed to make some wrong discoveries since through the processes of assimilation he will gradually become self-correcting. The teacher’s role is to “stimulate and guide” (p.48) rather than teach. Piaget’s view of learning is consistent with those who hold the Constructivist paradigm. Learning occurs through a continuous progression of stages (Piaget, 1976).

John Dewey on the other hand, a pragmatist, held that there was a connection between the individual’s personal experience and education. In Experience and Education (1938) he wrote “education in order to accomplish its ends both for the individual learner and or society must be based upon experience-which is always the actual life experience of some individual” (p.89). Dewey held that students’ experiences in education were inappropriate in that what was learned in school was unrelated to the student’s lives outside school. He asserted that there was not an “absence of experience” (p.27) but a deficiency of quality in the educational experiences provided to students. He continued that students who were instructed via automatic drill resulted in students incapable of utilizing intelligent behavior when presented with new situations. In other words because of inappropriate instruction, (rote drill and repetition) received by the students, they were unable to think critically when encountering new concepts and ideas. (Dewey, 1938).
Lev Vygotsky offers a view opposing Piaget regarding child development. He believed that the development of cognition is affected by its use in the environment. Vygotsky was convinced that language was created in society. In his opinion child development does not occur in slow and gradual changes instead it appears through “fits and starts” at critical times (Vygotsky, 1999, p.214). There are upheavals and lags in growth that create discord within the child.

According to Vygotsky, the greatest influence on a students’ education is the social environment around him. He held that the student is his own best teacher-his experiences are everything. The educational experience needs to be based on the student’s activities. The role of the teacher therefore, should be one of guidance, structuring educational opportunities for the students to explore. Vygotsky continues that there is no other way of teaching. The individual is the only one capable of changing himself. One cannot change another person. Therefore, Vygotsky concludes that each individual teaches himself through his life experiences.

Any discourse on Kindergarten students would be incomplete without the mention of Freidrich Froebel. Froebel designed the first kindergarten in 1837 in Germany. (Note: The correct German spelling of the word is kindergarden while this paper utilizes the American version). His purpose in establishing the Kindergarten was to provide an environment in which children’s creative play could be constructively organized. Froebel designed balls, wooden blocks, tiles, sticks and rings to demonstrate his belief that children learn by playing. It was Froebel’s conviction that these early play experiences were critical precursors to adult behaviors. Froebel felt that these experiences were vital for students to lead successful, productive and happy adult lives. Froebel believed that the
two most critical elements of education were creativity and freedom. He was particularly concerned with the ways that the educational system oppressed the students in its care. (see www.froebelweb.org)

Assessment

One widely-used assessment of phonemic awareness is the Yopp-Singer Test of Phoneme Segmentation. It was developed in 1988 and revised for classroom usage in 1995. The Yopp-Singer Test of Phoneme Segmentation identifies whether a student can distinguish the basic sounds (phonemes) within the spoken word. The Test consists of 22 items. 22 one-syllable words are pronounced by the teacher. The students’ score is the number of words correctly segmented into the individual phonemes. Students who score within the ranges of 17-22 are considered to be phonemically aware. Those capable of segmenting 7-16 items correctly are demonstrating emerging phonemic awareness. Students who segment none correctly or who are only able to segment 0-6 items correctly are considered to be lacking phonemic awareness ability. Yopp recommends these students should be given considerable training focusing on the spoken sounds of language. The test is individually administered usually requiring 5-15 minutes per student (Yopp, 1995).

Torgesen (1998) reviewed three phonemic awareness tests: The Phonological Awareness Test (Robertson & Salter, 1995), The Test of Phonological Awareness (Torgesen & Bryant, 1994) and The Yopp-Singer Test of Phoneme Segmentation (Yopp, 1995). Torgesen’s intent in analyzing these tests was to highlight those phonemic awareness tests that are best suited for early identification of phonemic awareness ability.
The Phonological Awareness Test (Robertson & Salter, 1995) provides a test of 5 different measure of phonemic awareness as well as an assessment for rhyming ability. The five phonemic awareness tasks that are assessed include phoneme segmentation, phoneme isolation, phoneme deletion, phoneme substitution and phoneme blending.

The second phonemic awareness test reviewed was The Test of Phonological Awareness (Torgesen & Bryant, 1994). This assessment is designed for group administration of students in kindergarten and first grade. The test requires students to recognize which words (represented by pictures) begin with the same initial sound. The first grade version requires students to compare the ending sounds in words.

The third test reviewed by Torgesen was the Yopp Singer Test of Phoneme Segmentation (Yopp, 1995). The test is composed of 22 items and is individually administered. It requires students to isolate and pronounce individual sounds in words.

The final phonemic awareness assessment device to be discussed is the DIBELS. DIBELS-Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (2002) were designed to assess three areas influencing early literacy. The three measures include phonological awareness, alphabetic principle and fluency with connected text. The measure of phonological awareness component includes two subskill areas: initial sounds fluency and phonemic segmentation. Initial sounds fluency refers to the ability to identify and produce the beginning sounds of words. Phoneme segmentation demonstrates ability to reproduce individual sounds within words. The measure of alphabetic principle addresses recognition of nonsense word fluency. Nonsense word fluency assesses knowledge of letter-sound correlation as well as the ability to blend words to create new nonsense words. A third measure addressed in the DIBELS assessment measures fluency
with connected text. Oral reading fluency assesses the ability to fluently read connected text in grade level materials (DIBELS, 2002).

**Instructional Practice**

Extensive research substantiates the pivotal role phonemic awareness exerts on future reading achievement (Stanovich 1986, 1993/1994; Lundberg, Frost & Petersen 1988; Yopp 1988, 1995; Juel 1988; Blachman 1991, 2000; Griffith & Olson 1992; Snider 1997; Moates 1999; Wasik 2000). Young children master the skill of manipulating the 44 sounds of spoken language long before contact with organized instruction. For many the transference of phonemic awareness to the alphabetic code remains elusive. Yet research indicates that phonemic awareness remains an essential skill serving as a precursor to reading acquisition. (Sensenbaugh, 1996). Indeed, measures of phonemic awareness are a more reliable indicator than measure of intelligence (Griffith & Olson 1992; Yopp 1992; Stanovich 1993; Snider 1997).

Lundberg, Frost and Petersen’s (1988) longitudinal experiment involved a total of 235 kindergarten students who were attending kindergarten in 12 different districts in Denmark. Training involved daily sessions of 15 to 20 minutes of instruction in metalinguistic exercises and games. These instructional sessions persisted over an eight month period. The goal of these exercises and games was to guide the students in locating and attending to the phonological patterns in language.

The instructional program in this experiment contained a sequential set of phonological awareness games. The first instructional component was listening games, next was rhymes and third was syllable games. These were followed by a focus on phonemes in the initial position of words. The final focus was placed on the medial
position phonemes in words. During the entire phoneme training sessions there was no instruction in the alphabetic principle.

All students were pre and post-tested on seven phonological tasks. The tasks included: rhyme, word segmentation, syllable synthesis, syllable segmentation, initial phoneme, phoneme segmentation and phoneme synthesis. In this experiment, many of the games introduced early in the training were sustained for the rest of the study’s time frame.

Significant differences in posttest scores between the experimental and control groups were found on all measure of phonological awareness. The phonological awareness task requiring phoneme segmentation yielded the most compelling differences. On this measure the experimental group outperformed the control group. Additionally, the experimental group demonstrated greater growth in spelling and reading although the difference in reading was marginal.

Several findings arose as a result of this investigation. One of the most notable findings revealed that phonological awareness training could be developed prior to formal reading instruction. In addition, this training can be implemented independent of reading instruction. Furthermore, explicit instruction rather than specific encounters with the alphabetic principle appear to be required.

Finally, when student performance was compared at the end of the first and second grade years, the experimental group outperformed the control group in phonemic awareness measures. Two tasks, initial sound analysis and phoneme segmentation yielded a strong difference. These positive results demonstrated the permanence of the treatment effects over the long term.
Juel (1988) conducted a longitudinal experiment on 129 students beginning in 1st grade and culminating with 54 of the original students in 4th grade. The first critical issue explored whether the same students continued to remain at risk for reading year after year. Finding emerging from this study indicated that those students who are poor readers in first grade continue to remain poor readers in fourth grade. This study illustrated the critical nature of phonemic awareness on future decoding ability. Juel postulated that students needed to gain some phonemic awareness ability in order to improve in decoding and therefore become capable readers. According to Joel both phonemic awareness and phonics are mutually dependant upon one another. As a consequence, the first graders who failed to develop good word recognition strategies began to dislike reading and read significantly less than the good readers. She referred to the cycle first proposed by Stanovich in 1986 and known as the “Matthew Effect”. Stanovich coined the term after finding that good readers read more and became stronger readers and poor readers read less and became more disabled readers.

In order to facilitate phonemic awareness acquisition in young students, many researchers have proposed specific methods for instruction. Griffith & Olson (1992) suggest that many activities currently practiced in early education classrooms are already incorporating phonemic awareness elements. They recommend the following types of activities;

- Exposing students to literature that emphasizes the sounds in spoken language
- Read literature that incorporates rhyme
- Incorporate daily writing experiences
- Provide explicit instruction in segmentation
• Integrate phonemic awareness activities within a context of authentic reading and writing activities.

Yopp (1992) contends that phonemic awareness instruction needs to be embedded in a playful, fun climate. She suggests that teachers allow students to experiment with the sounds of language. Yopp advocates storytelling, poetry, word games, riddles, songs and games as some of the fun opportunities for engaging students. Yopp presents specific categories of phonemic awareness activities that should be incorporated into reading programs. These tasks include sound matching, sound isolation, blending and segmenting, sound addition and deletion and sound substitution. Yopp considers sound segmentation one of the most challenging phonemic awareness tasks because it requires the student to isolate all the spoken sounds within words.

Sound matching refers to having students identify words beginning with a certain sound. For example, students are shown pictures of a snake, pig, and rat, and then asked to identify which one begins with the /s/ sound. Sound isolation is the opposite of sound matching and refers to students being asked to isolate a sound at the beginning, middle and end of a word. For instance, which sound begins the words boat, bear and bat? Sound blending requires students to combine phonemes in order to create words. Such as, take the sounds in c/a/t and blend them to create the word cat. Sound addition, deletion or substitution demonstrates the students’ ability to supply additional sounds in words. A sample sound addition activity is for the student to add a sound to word like if you have the word at – add a p/a/t and what word is produced? To delete a sound would be if given the word pat – delete the /p/ and what is the new word? Sound substitution is when one sound is substituted for another as in the word pat, substitute the /p/ with a /s/
and the new word becomes sat. For example, in the word, table the sounds composing the word include t/a/b/l (Yopp, 1992).

The instructional methods proposed by Wasik (2001) suggest an avoidance of rote drill and repetition – type activities. Instead Wasik promotes phonemic awareness tasks that are fun and motivational to students. Some additional instructional strategies she proposes include;

- Reading stories aloud which emphasize alliteration
- Read alphabet stories that directly state the letter then provide words/pictures beginning with that letter
- Provide exposure to nursery rhymes, poems, finger plays and jingles while discussing similarities within words
- Encourage students to create their own poems, rhymes and jingles
- Provide opportunities for student writing

Jerger (1996) reiterates Yopp’s contention that phonemic awareness tasks need to be conducted while focusing on playful, game-like strategies. Additionally, she agrees that emphasis needs to placed on reading literature that emphasizes rhyming and alliteration. Jerger asserted that daily writing experiences should allow opportunities for students to incorporate invented spelling. She continued that students needed to be encouraged to create sentences illustrating the concept of alliteration. Finally Jerger posits the value of playing oral rhyming games where sounds are added, substituted, blended and deleted. These games can include the students clapping or tapping the sounds or syllables in words.
Adams (1998) concurs in the types of practices that need to guide phonemic awareness instruction. She supports using oral games that allow students the opportunity to play with the sounds of language. She encourages listening games where students attend to the sounds in oral games and activities. Additional activities provided by Adams include rhyming, oral sound blending, addition, deletion and segmentation. She also supports tasks involving students in clapping the concepts of syllabication.

Phonemic awareness instruction in the classroom needs to display three central characteristics according to Yopp & Yopp (2000). Citing the IRA and NAEYC statement on developmentally appropriate practice, they report that instruction in phonemic awareness needs to be situated in child appropriate settings. In an earlier paper Yopp (1992) refers to phonemic awareness instruction as needing to be performed in a playful, fun environment where experimentation with language is encouraged. A second characteristic of phonemic awareness instruction is that instruction needs to be focused and purposeful. Phonemic awareness instruction needs to be intentional and goal-oriented. Lastly, Yopp & Yopp state that phonemic awareness instruction must be included within the context of authentic reading and writing activities.

Additionally, Yopp & Yopp propose a developmental sequence of phonemic awareness activities. This sequence begins with rhyme, and then moves on to syllabication, onset and rime and culminating with phoneme activities. For example, rhyming activities could include finding words rhyming with cat-rat-hat. Activities involving syllabication may include for instance, students clapping the syllable units in Ma-ry. Phonemic awareness activities centering on onset may include – given the word
brown, /br/ would compose the onset. The final stage in the sequence proposed by Yopp & Yopp involves the focus on the phonemes within words, as in the word at=a/t.

Yopp & Yopp were reluctant to suggest specific time allocations for phonemic awareness instruction. They expressed the concern that rigid timelines provide little regard to individual differences. In their opinion, of more consequence than time is the quality of instruction and its instructional appropriateness to each of the individuals within the classroom.

“Direct instruction occurs when the teachers assume a highly structured, active and dominant role in which teacher talk is relied upon to ensure that students interpret the work in the intended way and achieve the desired outcome” (Duffy & Roehler, 1986). Direct instruction is explicit, skills-oriented and often scripted instruction. This teacher-directed type of instruction is also referred to as explicit teaching. Direct instruction, as it applies to early reading, focuses explicit attention on the relationships between the English language phonemes and their written representations.

Cunningham’s (1990) experiment sought to ascertain two salient points surrounding phonemic awareness instruction. The first area of investigation was concerned with discovering whether phonemic awareness instruction affected the students’ subsequent reading ability. The second focus of this study investigated specific instructional methods of teaching phonemic awareness instruction.

There were 42 kindergarten students and 42 first grade students participating in this experiment. The students were randomly assigned to the experimental and control groups based on age and pretest scores on achievement and aptitude tests. The tests used included the Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test (Readiness Level 1 and Primer)
and the Otis-Lennon School Ability Test (Primary). Students were grouped into three
groups of 14 kindergarten classes and three groups of 14 first-grade students.

Students were trained for 10 weeks. Training consisted of groups of 4 or 5
students trained twice per week for 15 to 20 minutes. In the experiment instruction
focused on phonemic awareness and the instructional core of each program was identical
with regard to the acquisition of phonemic awareness. The control group received a type
of instruction focusing on their exposure to literature. Students in both experimental
groups received instruction in phonemic segmentation and blending.

One of the experimental groups received an instructional method described as a
skill and drill method. After the phonemes were introduced, students practiced the skill
on work pages. There was no additional practice in applying the phonemic awareness
skill on other reading activities.

The second experimental group was described as the meta-level treatment
method. This group received instruction on phonemic awareness. After the skill was
taught students were directed to link this skill to the activity of reading. Students were
instructed to reflect on their thinking pertaining to how they could use phonemic
awareness and apply it to other reading situations. They were to reflect on how they
could use the phonemic awareness skill to decipher an unknown word.

The control group listened and responded to stories. Following a story, students in
the control group discussed what they liked and disliked about the story. The control
group received the same amount of time on phonemic awareness instruction as the two
experimental groups.
Findings from Cunningham’s experiment indicate that the method of phonemic awareness instruction does affect future reading ability. Students who participated in the segmenting and practicing phonemic awareness activities performed significantly better than those participating in the skill and drill. Cunningham postulated that the explicit versus implicit nature of phonemic awareness instruction support the hypotheses that students learn the skill best through direct instruction.

Bradley and Bryant (1983) reinforced the connections between the explicit teaching of the phoneme sound/symbol connections and the written symbol. The intervention included 40 individual sessions that spanned a two-year period. In this experiment, students were assigned to one of four groups.

The first group was trained with colored pictures (visual cues) sharing the same sound. In addition, this group was taught that the same word could share the same beginning sound (bud, bun), middle sound (cot, dot) and ending sound (top, pop).

The second group received the same instruction as the first with the additional use of plastic alphabet letters. The plastic alphabet letters were used to demonstrate the connections between the letter and the sound. The third and fourth groups were the control groups. In the third group students received the same visual cues as group one. Additionally, this group was also instructed that words could be classified in many different ways. For instance, pig and sparrow (animal category); and pig and hen are (farm animals). However, the third group was not shown any colored pictures so this group was required to conceptualize the words. The fourth group received no intervention. While group one demonstrated consistently higher reading and spelling score gains than the third group, these scores were not repeated in the posttest. Findings
from this longitudinal study indicate that the most effective phonemic awareness 
instruction must include explicit attention to the connections between the spoken sound 
elements and the written symbol.

O’Connor, Jenkins, Leicester and Slocum (1993) experiment involved forty-seven 
4, 5 and 6 year old students. The students were classified as developmentally delayed. 
Many of the students had significant language delays, some had physical handicaps, some 
were classified as mentally retarded and some exhibited behavioral disorders.

The experiment included an explicit and systematic instructional plan for teaching 
rhyming, blending and segmenting. The experiment followed a detailed, scripted 
instructional plan. All students were randomly assigned to one of the three treatment or 
control groups. The three groups were identified as blenders, segmenters and rhymers.

Blenders were instructed to blend 2 and 3 phonemes as one continuous sound 
unit. In this group students were first asked to listen as the instructor presented the 
phonemes in the words slowly. Then the students were directed to quickly blend the 
sounds into the stated word. A second skill presented to the blender group involved 
students blending the phonemes of words where the phonemes were individually 
pronounced.

The segmenter group began by separating two and three phoneme words while 
slowly stretching each sound. Next they were instructed to separate words into onset-
rieme segments. (Onset is the consonants preceding the first vowel in a syllable. Rimes 
begin with the first vowel and any consonants that follow in the word). The third task 
encountered by the segmenter group involved the students pronouncing all the sounds in 
the presented words and isolating the first sound.
The third group was the rhymers. They were exposed to words containing rhyme patterns. They were given group practice. The students in the control group listened to the stories read by the instructors.

Results were obtained from two types of tests. One test utilized the items that were used during the training sessions to indicate mastery over trained subject matter. The other test was on items that did not appear during instruction (to demonstrate generalization to untaught tasks). One of the critical findings to emerge from this experiment involved the correlation between mental age and post-training of phonological awareness. This experiment found that mental age accounted for a significant post-test variation for the trained students. Students who were not trained exhibited a different pattern of variance. All of the rhyming and blending post-test differences were attributed to mental age variations.

Additional Areas of Interest

The International Reading Association (IRA) issued a position statement on Phonemic Awareness and the Teaching of Reading in 1998. This statement focused on clarification of issues surrounding phonemic awareness. The position statement defines phonemic awareness as an understanding about the smallest units of sound (phonemes) that compose speech. The IRA statement makes the distinction between phonics being a written/visual skill while phonemic awareness is an auditory skill. The statement further explains that phonemic awareness and phonics are not the same. Phonics refers to the understanding of the relationship between printed letters and their sounds.

The IRA position statement focused on longitudinal studies. The studies lend credence to phonemic awareness acquisition serving as a reliable indicator of successes in
learning to read. Lastly, the statement stresses the critical need for teachers to become aware of phonemic awareness research and its significance to reading acquisition. Teachers are also urged to incorporate phonemic awareness activities into their existing reading programs.

The National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) has compiled a position statement titled Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early Childhood Programs. The NAEYC asserts that students need to learn in a developmental continuum at their own pace. Four key areas characterize a curriculum that is based on Developmentally Appropriate Practice (DAP): curriculum, adult interactions, contact between home and school and developmental assessment.

Three core components underlie developmental appropriateness; age appropriateness, social and cultural appropriateness and individual appropriateness. Age appropriateness refers to the developmental age of the students. Individual appropriateness relates to the unique individual differences within learners. Social and cultural appropriateness deals with the personal history and life experiences inherit within each individual.

When making curriculum planning decisions DAP calls attention to the need for considering the whole child when planning. They explain that learning needs to be interactive as the student interrelates with his/her environment. Additionally DAP Experiences are concrete, real and meaningful to students.

No Child Left Behind Act

The No Child Left Behind Act was signed into law on January 8, 2001. NCLB targets low-income, disadvantaged student populations. No Child Left Behind provides
an action plan as well as a timeline and steps detailing procedures to assist schools improve. This law re-authorizes the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Act (ESEA). ESEA distributed money to school systems based on the poverty level, to fund compensatory educational programs—primarily in reading. These compensatory programs were designed to supplement regular classroom instruction of disadvantaged students. The 1965 ESEA policies were specifically designed to more equitably provide educational opportunities to impoverished students.

Title I of the ESEA targets over $10 billion in financial assistance to schools educating low-income students. Schools may utilize the Title I funding in one of two ways, either in School wide programs or Targeted assistance programs. Those schools composed of 40% or more students from low-income families may adopt school-wide programs to raise the achievement of low-achieving students. Schools who are ineligible for the school-wide programs are required to use the Title I funds to target low-achieving students. The NCLB Act focuses on 4 basic educational reforms; greater accountability on schools to provide results, increased flexibility for states, school districts and local schools in their use of federal funds, more options for parents of disadvantaged students and an emphasis on research-based teaching methods.

The No Child Left Behind Act is designed to demonstrate that states are assessing what students know in reading and math in grades 3-8. Annual school report cards will report comparative scores on the performance of schools. Schools that do not demonstrate yearly progress toward the state goals will be placed in corrective action. Continued lack of progress will result in restructuring. On the other hand, schools that meet or exceed objectives will be eligible for academic achievement awards.
In exchange for greater accountability, states and school districts will be allowed greater flexibility in how they can use the federal funds. The intent is to place greater decision-making powers at the state and local levels where the educators are most in-touch with student needs.

NCLB provides options for parents when their child’s schools fail to improve. Parents of students in schools that fail to improve in two years are free to transfer their child to a better performing public school in their district—at the school district’s expense. A second option is for parents to request tutoring, after-school services and summer school.

The No Child Left Behind Act places special emphasis on determining which educational programs and practices have clearly demonstrated effectiveness through rigorous scientific research. Federal funding will support educational programs and teaching methods that improve student improvement. The NCLB Act provides grants to states and local systems which systematically and explicitly teach the following 5 key components of Reading; phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension.

No Child Left Behind places an increased emphasis on Reading, especially for young children. The goal of the Act is for all students to read at or above the third grade reading level by the end of third grade. The NCLB Act will support scientifically based reading programs in the early grades under the new Reading First Program. In preschool, the program is titled Early Reading First.

Reading First is a grant program that issues revenue to states based on the number of students between the ages of 5 to 17 whose families score at or below the poverty
level. Each state submits their application to the U. S. Department of Education. Grants are issued to qualifying states that then award sub grants to the local school districts. The specific amount to be awarded each school district is based on the preceding year’s Title I funds and to the percentage of K-3 students reading below level.

Each state receiving Reading First awards are responsible for:

1. Developing a plan detailing how they will assist school districts to improve reading instruction.

2. Provide technical assistance to districts in the identification of instructional assessments, programs and materials.

3. Offer statewide professional development strategies to improve reading instruction.

4. Develop methods for evaluating Reading First.

The goal of the Early Reading First program is to prevent reading failure by providing high quality early education to young children particularly children from low-income families. The National Center for Education Statistics estimates that 56% of beginning kindergarten students risk school failure. These statistics are based on factors including yearly family income and low parent education. Additionally, according to NCLB it is estimated that 61% of beginning kindergarteners cannot recognize the beginning sounds of words and 83% cannot identify the ending sounds of words.

Moreover, Early Reading First asserts that all early education programs need to address all of the developmental stages of early childhood. These stages include the cognitive, linguistic, social, emotional and physical. The NCLB document maintains that while early educational programs have adequately addressed the social, emotional and
health needs of students, the cognitive and language domains have not been adequately addressed. Specifically, Early Reading First is designed to improve phonological awareness and vocabulary development.

Key requirements of Early Reading First are that grantees must use funds to provide preschool students with high-quality oral language and literature-rich environments. Professional development for staff is to be based on scientific evidence focusing on developing student’s language and cognitive skills.

National Reading Panel Report

The National Reading Panel Report: Teaching children to read investigated the most effective ways of teaching children to read. This national panel was directed by Congress in 1997 to formulate a report presenting the panel’s conclusions. Congress then directed the National Institute of Child Health (NICHD) to collaborate with the Secretary of Education, Richard Riley, to convene a National Research Panel (NRP). The NRP consisted of 14 members, and was composed of scientists in reading research, delegates of colleges of education, reading teachers, educational administrators and parents.

The NRP met with the public in a series of information-gathering sessions to discover an understanding of the issues critically important to the general public. It was the belief of the NRP that these sessions were necessary since the panel’s results were to be utilized by these beneficiaries of the research.

Some reoccurring reading topics emerged during these meetings. They included:

- The role of parents in language and literacy development.
- The importance of early detection of reading difficulty.
- The significance of phonics, authentic literature and phonemic awareness in reading instruction.
- The importance of having this research direct actual reading instruction within schools.
- The need for scientifically based research on different types of reading instruction.

As a result of the public hearings the NRP created 5 major subgroups to investigate: alphabetics (phonics and phonemic awareness), reading fluency, reading comprehension, teacher education and computer technology. The National Reading Panel’s report was released in April 2000.

The panel reviewed research from 100,000 reading research studies published since 1966 and an additional 15,000 that were published before that time. Due to the enormous volume of research, the panel then narrowed the studies down to experimental and quasi-experimental studies. Additionally, the panel specified that the studies had to contain stringent scientific standards in attaining their conclusions.

**Alphabets**

The chapter on Alphabets focused on an analysis of both phonemic awareness and phonics. The panel’s findings regarding phonemic awareness indicate that training led to improvement in reading and spelling. Additionally, the panel found that treatment effects persisted beyond the end of training.

The National Reading Panel concluded that a program of systematic phonics instruction improved the reading abilities of students. Furthermore, the panel concluded that systematic phonics instruction is more effective than instruction that occurs
incidentally. Additional findings indicate that systematic phonics instruction also improved students’ spelling ability.

**Fluency**

A student who reads fluently can read orally with speed, accuracy and appropriate expression. Reading fluency is one of many critical requirements for reading comprehension. The NRP report identified guided repeated oral reading and independent silent reading as the two reading strategies improving reading fluency. Guided repeated oral reading refers to students reading orally with guidance from the teacher. Independent silent reading does not include teacher guidance or feedback.

The NRP concluded that guided repeated oral reading with teacher, parent or peer guidance exhibited a significant impact on word recognition, fluency and comprehension across the grade levels. The panel addressed the impact of independent silent reading had on fluency, vocabulary development and reading comprehension. Their analysis revealed the inadequacy of studies of studies scientifically validating independent silent reading on fluency and other reading skills. Conclusions drawn by the panel indicate a need for additional scientifically rigorous research designed to assess the effectiveness of independent silent reading on reading fluency.

**Reading Comprehension**

The NRP research found many strategies assisted in comprehension. Three specific strategies were isolated for investigation by the NRP. They include; vocabulary instruction, text comprehension instruction and teacher preparation in comprehension strategies instruction.
Vocabulary Instruction

The panel found that vocabulary instruction yielded gains in comprehension. They also discovered that vocabulary could be learned within the context of reading or in conversational listening. The skill of learning words prior to reading was found to be helpful as was the use of the computer in vocabulary instruction.

The NRP concluded that vocabulary should be taught both directly and indirectly. Strategies such as repetition and multiple exposures to vocabulary are critical tools aiding comprehension. Students need to be actively engaged in vocabulary learning. Finally, the panel stressed that a multitude of vocabulary instruction strategies need to be utilized to optimize vocabulary learning. Over-reliance on one method does not result in gains in vocabulary instruction.

Text Comprehension Instruction

A search of the literature revealed 7 types of comprehension instruction strategies, which appeared to be most effective. These include:

1. Comprehension monitoring in which students actively monitoring their understanding.
2. Cooperative learning involves students working together to learn the reading strategies.
3. Graphic/semantic organizers such as story maps where readers create visual images of the material
4. Question answering involves students answering questions posed by the teacher.
5. Question generation requires students to ask themselves questions as they read.
6. Story structure as when students are taught to use the structure of the story in an effort to recall critical story elements.

7. Summarization is where students are taught how to incorporate ideas and generalizations from the text.

The findings of the panel indicate that a combination of reading comprehension strategies is most effective for improving text comprehension. The panel indicated that further research is needed in several areas. Namely, additional research is required on how to teach teachers to use the comprehension questions. Furthermore, research is need on determining which strategies are most effective for which age groups.

Teacher Preparation and Comprehension Strategies Instruction

Two major approaches to teaching comprehension strategies were reviewed by the NRP. They include the Direct Explanation and the Transactional Strategy. In the Direct Explanation approach the teacher explicitly clarifies the reasoning processes involved in reading. Teachers guide students to view reading as a problem-solving task. Additionally, students are instructed to learn to think strategically about solving comprehension problems while they are reading. Transactional Strategy Instruction involves the teachers explaining their thinking processes. Teachers model their own thinking processes while they are reading to demonstrate this method. The NRP findings indicate a need for further research on teacher instruction in reading comprehension.

Teacher Education and Reading Instruction

The National Reading Panel investigated the quality and importance of teacher education. Three questions guided their research.

1. How are teachers instructed to teach reading?
2. What does the research indicate about the effectiveness of this instruction?

3. How can the research be applied to improve reading instruction?

The NRP found that there were too few studies to generalize into conclusions. They studied the research on preservice and in-service instruction. They found significantly higher student achievement as a result of in-service professional development. They cautioned however, that there were too few studies and only a slight number dealt with validating long-term continuation of gains.

**Computer Technology and Reading Instruction**

Since this is a relatively new field and few studies exist dealing with computers in reading instruction the NRP was unable to construct generalizations. They instead issued some general statements. They found that the studies indicate positive results from the use of computers in reading instruction. The panel cited the usage of computers as word processors indicated a promising trend in reading instruction. They reasoned that reading instruction is most effective when it is incorporated in combination with writing instruction.

While the NRP is encouraged by the research on computers in reading instruction they cite a need for extensive further research. They reported that there was too few studies to generate scientifically supported conclusions.

**Conclusions of the National Reading Panel Report**

Significant findings regarding the most effective methods of teaching reading resulted from the panels’ investigation. The most significant finding of the panel was the determination of the most effective way to teach reading involves a combination of reading methods. Furthermore, the panel concluded that the research supports the
systematic and explicit teaching of both phonemes and phonics. The panel asserted that the systematic and explicit teaching of phonemes and phonics improved students’ reading and writing abilities.

The most critical finding of the NRP report regarding reading fluency involves guided oral reading. They found that guided reading aided students across the grade levels in learning new vocabulary, reading accurately, and also assisted in reading comprehension. Finally, the panel concluded that since students vary in reading abilities there is no single approach to teaching phonics should be employed in all cases. The National Reading Panel report found that it was imperative that teachers be trained in the different approaches to teaching phonics and in how to personalize these approaches to specific students.
Chapter 3
Methodology

Introduction

The task of learning to read is a difficult process for some students. Many students and some adults lack the ability to hear the basic phonemic awareness elements in words often resulting in reading difficulty. This study investigated whether there was a difference between two methods of phonemic awareness instruction. In order to explore the intricacies involved in learning to read it is imperative that the research methodology be compatible with the intent of the investigator.

Design

Qualitative research differs philosophically from quantitative research in the belief that meaning varies both in perspective and in context. Qualitative researchers believe that since people and groups possess multiple perspectives and contexts there are varied meanings in the world. To the qualitative researcher no one meaning is more valid than another.

Qualitative research excels at generating in-depth, detailed investigations of variables that are discussed in narrative formats. Additionally, qualitative research centers on the subjects and seeks in-depth understandings using a more flexible approach to data gathering and analysis. Hence, qualitative studies provide multiple methods of investigation that are interactive, humanistic and occur in natural settings. Strengths of qualitative research methods are that this method is both exploratory and flexible. Research questions emerge as the investigations are being conducted.
Another distinction separating qualitative research from quantitative lies in the fact that qualitative research is based on inductive logic in which specific categories of interest emerge, as research is ongoing. Inductive analysis refers to the patterns, themes and categories emerging from the data rather than being stated prior to the data collection and analysis stage. Inductive reasoning is based on the premise of specifics to generalizations. That is, generalizations are developed from specific observations.

The role of the qualitative researcher is often multifaceted. The researcher functions simultaneously as a data collector and a data interpreter. Qualitative research begins with a concept then establishes themes for inquiry as questions emerge during the observations.

All research methodologies need to have provisions for assuring the worthiness of the conclusions. While the specific terms vary between qualitative and quantitative methodologies, the functions are essentially the same. Terms such as trustworthy-validity; credibility/internal validity; transferability/external validity; dependability/reliability; conformability/objectivity are applied to both qualitative and quantitative research. Appendix H illustrates terms employed in evaluating the authenticity of qualitative and quantitative research.

Trustworthiness refers to the extent the findings have truth-value. Findings deemed trustworthy are considered worthy of consideration. Additionally, authenticity of the findings is an assurance that the findings are indeed trustworthy.

Credibility alludes to the plausibility of the investigation. To be credible the investigation must demonstrate that the investigation was conducted in a manner where the subjects were accurately identified and described. Further credibility can be attained
by demonstrating that the ideas describing the study conform to the data selected to gather the information.

Transferability is the extent to which the results can be generalized to other contexts beyond the study. To have transferability the results must be able to be generalized to those within the study as well as contexts beyond the original study.

Dependability refers to whether the procedure of the study can produce consistently stable results despite time and across researchers and methods. The degree to which a study consistently measures what it is intended to determines its dependability. Dependability is expressed as a co-efficient ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. A high co-efficient indicates high reliability.

Confirmability reveals whether the conclusions can be corroborated by other researchers. One of the issues involved in confirmability include whether or not the inferences are logical. Another issue pertains to whether or not the conclusions are based on the subjects and the inquiry or as a result of inquirer bias.

The principal sources of data collected in qualitative research include observations, interviews and document analysis. The types of documents collected include personal and official documents, photographs, drawings, e-mail and informal conversations. The most commonly utilized sources in qualitative inquiry are the observations and interviews.

During the observations the role of the researcher can take many forms. The researcher’s role may be that of a participant observer, a non-participant observer or a combination of the two. In participant observations the researcher participates fully in the situation being investigated. Whereas in non-participant observations, the researcher
is not directly involved in the situation. In non-participant observations, the researcher observes but does not get involved in the investigation. Combinations of both approaches can also be employed in the same study. For instance, the researcher may be a non-participant observer at the outset of the investigation and a participant observer at the culmination of the study.

Interviews are encounters between two people that focus on the one person obtaining information from the other person. Interviews allow the researcher to secure information not readily apparent from the observations. Interviews can provide in-depth data about knowledge, attitudes, feeling, interests, experiences, concerns or values.

Interviews can vary in many ways. They may occur as a one-time interview or may include multiple interviews with the same person. Interviews can occur individually or within groups. They can be structured and include scripted questioning formats or unstructured where questions emerge during the interview. Finally, interviews can be formal and planned or informal and unplanned.

A case study provides an in-depth examination of an individual, group, organization or program over a specified time. The overall aim of a case study is the holistic understanding of the process being investigated. Data compiled on individual cases include information derived from all the observations, interviews and the document analysis.

One of the critical characteristics of case study research is that cases need to be bounded, that is, boundaries need to be clearly defined. Boundedness refers to what is to be excluded or included in a study. Examples of case study boundaries may include social groups, time and activity, programs or event.
Yin (2004) defined the case study as a comprehensive research strategy involving design, data collection and data analysis. Case studies investigate phenomenon within their natural settings. Yin argued that the case study method is not just a data analysis or data collection strategy. He emphasized that case studies are more accurately described as a comprehensive research strategy involving both data collection and analysis.

Yin (2004) proposed three analytic strategies to be applied in case analysis. They include the reliance on theoretical propositions, considering rival explanations or the use of a case description. Yin promoted the necessity of selection of the strategy prior to data collection.

In the theoretical propositions method, analysis relies on the original theory upon which the study was based. Yin posited that since these theoretical propositions created the literature review and research questions, they need to be the relevant analytic strategy. The theoretical propositions aid in focusing attention on the relevant data and guide the case study analysis.

The second analytic strategy proposed by Yin (2004) involved reflection on rival explanations. Rival explanations may originate from the original theoretical propositions. Yin asserted that the search for rival explanations is relevant analysis strategies in the event that no theoretical propositions have been proposed.

Yin provided numerous examples of rival explanations. He categorized the types as either craft rivals or real-life explanations. Craft rivals include the null hypotheses, threats to validity and investigator bias. Real-life rivals include the direct rival, co-mingled rival, implementation rival, rival theory, super rival or societal rival.
The third analytic strategy as described by Yin is to develop a case description. This strategy involved the development of a descriptive framework for organizing the case study. The descriptive approach facilitates the identification of causal links to be analyzed.

Triangulation involves the use of multiple data sources in order to establish greater credibility of research findings. The aim of triangulation is to obtain re-occurring results from different sources. Credibility of data is enhanced when similar results are obtained across different methods.

The four major types of triangulation methods serving to validate qualitative research include:

1. The comparison of multiple sources of data across participants, time and sites.
2. Comparing the results generated by multiple independent investigators.
3. Comparison of multiple methods of data analysis.

An additional form of triangulation involves the comparison between the participants’ verbal statements against their actual performance.

Each data source has its strengths and weaknesses. Patton (1990) explains that multiple sources of information should be sought and utilized because no single source of information can be trusted to provide a comprehensive evaluation. Studies that rely solely on one method can be vulnerable to errors that may be inherent within that method. By incorporating a combination of observations, interviews and document analysis the researcher is capable of cross-validating the findings. Whereas, multiple forms of
information taken together provide cross-data validity checks thereby insuring for consistency within findings.

Participants

The school selected for this study was an urban elementary school located in the southern section of Lafayette, Louisiana. The school was situated on approximately 6 acres of land donated by a local family. This school was built in 1959 to accommodate 450 students. Today, however, the campus housed 641 students in kindergarten through 5th grades. Of these students, 59.91% are from economically-deprived homes. 10% of these students are in special education classes and, of that population 37% of students are mainstreamed, 40% are self-contained and 23% are in pre-school. (A mainstreamed student is a disabled student who participates in the education process with age-appropriate, non-disabled peers for any portion of the school day). This school served students from a four-parish area; Lafayette, Vermilion, St. Martin and Acadia. The current ethnic composition is 54% White, 43% Black, 2% Hispanic and 1% other minorities.

This school was eligible for Title I funding. The goal of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965 is to “ensure that all children have a fair, equal and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education and reach at a minimum, proficiency on challenging state academic achievement standards and state academic assessments.” This financial assistance is provided to schools educating low-income students to close the achievement gaps between low and high achieving students. Title I is a component of ESEA (1965) and can be found in Public Law 107-110.
This school had chosen to utilize its Title I funding on School-wide programs rather than in Targeted Assistance Programs as provided in ESEA. School-wide programs provide remedial instruction to entire school populations while targeted assistance programs only remediate isolated school groups within the school. This meant that all students within this chosen school participated in the Success For All (SFA) reading program. As provided in SFA, Grades 1-5 received reading instruction for a 90 minute block every day, while kindergarten students participated in SFA activities throughout the entire day. SFA reading tutors provided one-to-one services to those students who were having difficulties in reading. Each tutoring session met daily in 20-minute sessions. After-school tutoring is also offered to students in need of remedial assistance.

The targeted population for this study was kindergarten students. There were 7 kindergarten classes with a total population of 106 students. Six classes were regular education and one was a French Immersion class. Since the French Immersion class had an alternative curricular format, all students are immersed in French Instruction without benefit of translation, this group was excluded from the selection process. Additionally, two other factors precluded this group from participation. The French Immersion class had 22 students while other kindergarten classes in this school contained 15 or 16 students. Finally, the English component of instruction was only for a 90-minute block.

In academic settings, random selection of students to research groups is not often feasible. In most cases intact, pre-formed nonrandom groups of students are the norm. Samples for this study will be selected on the basis of purposive sampling. Purposive sampling often referred to as judgment sampling involves the selection of a sample that is
considered to be representative of a given population. In purposive sampling the investigator selects a sample based on his knowledge and experience with the group. This study’s researcher has been teaching kindergarten at this particular school for the past 17 years. In this instance, the researcher’s experience in this setting provides ample justification for relying on the technique of purposive sampling.

The samples for this study were selected from the remaining six kindergarten classes. 2 closely-matched kindergarten classes were selected for inclusion in this study. Purposive sampling methods were utilized in selecting the two class samples. Characteristics shared by both groups included 1) same number of students, 2) same racial composition, 3) same number of hearing impaired students, and 4) similar educational background and level of experience of the two teachers. For the purposes of providing clarity in this study groups were referred to as Group A and Group B.

Group A had a total of 14 students, 10 boys and 4 girls. 10 of these students were Black while 4 were White. Group A contained one hearing impaired student. The teacher of Group A had a B.S. in Education and has been teaching for 5 years.

Group B also contained a total of 14 students. The class was composed of 8 girls and 6 boys. There was also one hearing impaired student in this class. There were 7 Black students, 6 White students and one Hispanic student. The teacher in Group B had a B.A. degree and has been teaching for 9 years.

**Instruments**

The DIBELS (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills) (Good, Gruba & Kaminski 2002) was selected for use in this study due to its in-depth focus on several measures of phonemic awareness. DIBELS is a prevention-oriented, school-based
assessment and intervention program. DIBELS was developed to identify students in need of intervention and to regularly monitor the development of their reading skills.

DIBELS is a standardized, timed and individually administered test. The instrument contains three separate and diverse assessments to be administered at three different times during the school term. The first benchmark is to be administered in the fall; the second is scheduled for mid-year. The final benchmark is administered in the End/Spring.

The DIBELS test assesses phonological awareness, alphabetic principal and fluency with connected text. The phonological awareness component assesses initial sounds fluency and phonemic segmentation fluency. Initial sounds fluency consists of the ability to identify and produce the initial sounds of words. Phoneme segmentation fluency refers to the ability to produce the beginning sounds in orally pronounced words.

The alphabetic principal component of DIBELS assesses the students’ knowledge of the letter sound correspondences. In addition, this portion of the test measures the students’ ability to blend phonemes together to create nonsense words. The final measure of the DIBELS test is the measure of fluency with connected text. This test measures the students’ ability to fluently read connected text in grade level materials.

With respect to reliability, the Onset Recognition Fluency (OnRF) reliability coefficients are low at .65. Experts in testing and measurement agree that tests need to demonstrate coefficients of .85. The assessments can be repeated on multiple days utilizing alternative forms. Making repeated assessments on different days increases the reliability coefficients. The average of multiple assessment ranges from .90 to .98 for the repeated assessments.
Criterion-related validity was investigated in eight separate studies during the 1980’s revealing coefficients ranging from .52-.91. Test-retest reliabilities of different reading passages ranged from .89 to .94.

Predictive validity correlations on DIBELS Phoneme Segmentation Fluency with outcomes 1 year later range from .36 to .82. The concurrent criterion-related validity of DIBELS measures with other standardized tests of early literacy skills such as the Metropolitan Readiness Test, Stanford Diagnostic Reading test and the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational battery. Concurrent criterion-related validity ranges from .36 for Onset Recognition Fluency (OnRF) to .81 for Letter Naming Fluency (LNF).

Materials

Two copies of the text, Phonemic Awareness in Young Children (Adams, M.J.; Foorman, B.R.; Lundberg, I and Beeler, T. (1998) were required for this investigation. Both instructors for the groups A & B were provided the text by the Lafayette Parish School system. Activities in the text were explicit and follow a suggested activity sequence. Activities are paced and sequenced according to complexity.

In addition to the phonemic awareness text, the instructors exposed their students to phonemic awareness activities in a multitude of formats. Book/CD sets, big books, songs, rhymes and poetry were provided. These additional materials emphasized the skills of rhyming and alliteration as well as other melodic opportunities for students to “play with sound”. A list of the materials that were utilized in this study can be found in Appendix I.
Procedure

This study was conducted over a 6-week time frame. It commenced the first week of February 2005 and culminated mid-March 2005. Purposive sampling methods were utilized to reveal two closely matched kindergarten classes. Selection criteria for the samples included class size, gender ratios, ethnic composition, quantity of mainstreamed special education students and similar educational background and level of experience of the two teachers.

During the first week of February 2005 the researcher trained instructors A and B. Both instructors were provided release time from their respective classrooms in order to observe and participate in phonemic awareness training. Training occurred in 5 successive days of 15 to 20 minute lessons. The researcher demonstrated implicit and explicit methods of phonemic awareness instruction. Opportunities for instructor participation enabled them the opportunity to demonstrate their comprehension of the specific methods of instruction.

Instructors for groups A and B taught phonemic awareness as specified in the Adams (1998) Phonemic awareness in Young Children text. Lessons were conducted for 15 to 20 minutes per day during the 6-week study. The text provided a suggested sequence for progressing through the activities. All activities are paced and sequenced according to complexity.

Many of the activities in the text only required 7-10 minutes. For the additional minutes, supplemental activities such as literature selections, book/CD sets, poems and rhymes were utilized to extend the phonemic awareness instruction. A list of the materials used in this study can be located in Appendix I. The supplemental materials
were obtained from the school media center as well as the researcher’s personal collection.

The instructors for Groups A and B began daily phonemic awareness instruction. Group A received an explicit phonemic awareness instructional model, while Group B received an implicit phonemic awareness model. Both groups were taught phonemic awareness strategies from the Phonemic Awareness for Young Children text, (Adams, et al. 1998). Both groups received instruction in a whole class setting. Implicit phonemic awareness instruction is implied but not directly stated. Explicit instruction is teacher-directed and clearly stated.

The characteristic distinguishing implicit from explicit phonemic awareness instruction lies in the direct link to letter/sound connections made by the teacher during instruction. Teachers who instruct phonemic awareness implicitly do not draw the associations between letter (grapheme) and sound (phoneme). Once students are exposed to the phonemic awareness activity no further connections to the reading act are made. Thus, the phonemic awareness is presented in a decontextualized manner.

On the other hand, in explicit phonemic awareness instruction teachers encourage their students to concentrate on the sounds found within words. Explicit phonemic awareness instruction entails the teacher engaging her students in sound manipulations. Students are encouraged to reflect upon and expand the phonemic awareness skills presented in the lesson.

The rationale in utilizing the terms explicit and implicit phonemic awareness instruction is based on Cunningham’s 1990 experiment. Cunningham’s experiment compared Kindergarten and First grade phonemic awareness instruction to determine
whether the mode of instruction would have a more significant impact over one or the other group.

This investigation explored phonemic awareness instruction delivered via an implicit or explicit method of instruction. The two salient questions surrounding this exploration include:

1. What is the impact of phonemic awareness instruction on reading achievement for kindergarten students?

2. How does phonemic awareness instruction delivered via an implicit instructional method differ from an explicit, direct method of instruction in their respective impact on reading achievement?

Data required to answer these questions can best be acquired through qualitative research methodologies. Qualitative designs tend to be focused on the participant’s perspective, are descriptive, provide in-depth investigations and occur in their natural settings. This exploration included the qualitative techniques of participant observations, document analysis and interviews. These methods have the potential for providing answers to the questions posed by this study.

Qualitative designs tend to be focused on the participant’s perspective. Qualitative designs are descriptive and provide in-depth investigations on a phenomenon. Qualitative processes are inductive in that specific observations yield broad generalizations. The methods commonly found in qualitative designs include interviews, observations and case studies.

Interviews of the two participating instructors were conducted prior to their beginning phonemic awareness instruction. An exit interview was also conducted with
both instructors. These instructors were the primary informants and provided first-hand knowledge of their students, the classroom environment and the overall culture of this investigation. An interview guide is provided in Appendix D. The interviews were semi-structured and occurred when the instructors’ schedule permits.

In addition, interviews were conducted with the school’s administrators. For the purpose of this study, interviews were semi-structured and occurred as the instructors’ and administrators’ schedules permitted. Taken together, the instructor and administrator interviews provided cultural insights into the patterns of meaning that arose.

Documentary records on each student in both groups were reviewed. The cumulative record was created in kindergarten by the classroom teacher. This record followed the student through each year of his academic career. These records were personal and confidential.

The cumulative record contained a copy of the students’ birth certificate, social security card, proof of residency and health record of immunizations. Copies of legal custody papers were also kept within the cumulative record file. A Student Registration report completed by the parent is the final document kept in the cumulative record.

One of the items in this cumulative record is a Student Registration report. This report is one of the many forms parents are required to complete when registering their child for Kindergarten. Details requested on this form include the student name, address, date of birth, home phone number and social security number. Additionally, the student registration report requested parents to provide the parents’ own date and place of birth, level of education, and current occupation. This form requested the parents to provide the names and phone numbers of three people to be listed as emergency contact. Any schools
the student had previously attended as well as any medical restrictions were also to be entered on this form. While all parents were requested to complete the Student Registration form in its entirety many neglected or omitted some information. A copy of the Student Registration form is included in Appendix J.

Ethnographic observation is a qualitative method of research involving the collection of data over an extended time period in a naturalistic setting. Naturalistic setting refers to the topic being studied in their own naturally occurring setting rather than in a research-controlled environment. The rationale underlying ethnography is the belief that behavior is influenced by the environment in which it occurs. Since schools influence the behaviors of the students within them, understanding the behavior requires the cognition of the context in which the behavior occurs.

Observational research was conducted during the 6-week time frame. The researcher devoted a total of 90 minutes per week in observing in each groups’ class. Observations were conducted for 90 minutes in Group A and 90 minutes in Group B’s classrooms each week. A total of 180 minutes per week were dedicated to the observations in the two rooms.

A case study analysis of the two instructors and groups was undertaken. Student registration documents, interview and observation data were analyzed in an effort to discover instructional and academic trends. Case study data were collected throughout the 6-week instructional cycle. (The two cases are discussed in Chapter 4).

Letters requesting permission were sent to the Superintendent of the Lafayette Parish School System (Appendix A), the school principal, (Appendix B), and the two
participating teachers (Appendix C). The LSU application for IRB exemption was submitted for approval (Appendix E).

In the initial phase of this investigation, groups A and B were administered the DIBELS (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills) as a pre-test during the Spring of 2005. The researcher administered the test individually to all student participants. In order to provide an optimal assessment environment, students were tested in a room adjacent to their regular classroom. The DIBELS Kindergarten Benchmark is provided in Appendix K.

While the design focus for this study was qualitative, quantitative data were also collected and analyzed. Quantitative research relied on the collection and analysis of numerical data to predict or explain phenomena. Quantitative research centered on a view of the world as a stable, uniform place that can be measured, generalized and understood. Beliefs underlying the quantitative method suggested that everything in life can be quantified. This view of the world is often referred to as the positivist perspective of research. The positivist paradigm searches for explanations that are capable of being generalized to other people and places. Positivists primarily use quantitative methods of analysis.

The goal of quantitative research is to establish whether the hypothetical generalizations of the theory hold true. The major strengths of quantitative research are the close attention to numerical data and its ability to test the relationships between variables with much greater precision than in qualitative research methods.

The triangulation of qualitative and quantitative data within the same study provided greater credibility for the findings. The DIBELS test was administered to the
Data Analysis

The qualitative observational data were scrutinized in an effort to discover themes emerging during the phonemic awareness intervention. Analysis of the ethnographic observations, interviews and document analysis were synthesized into a case study analysis of Groups A and B. An effort was attempted to discover whether the qualitative data confirmed, denied or expanded the quantitative data.

Descriptive statistics were collected from the DIBELS pre and post test scores. Measures of central tendency reveal the center of a distribution. The three most frequently utilized measures of central tendency include the mean, median and mode. These three measures describe the center of the distribution. The mean is often referred to as the arithmetic average. The mean is calculated by taking the sum of all of the values and dividing by the total number. The median is the score in the middle of the distribution. 50% of the scores lie above the median and 50% are below the median. The mode represents the score that occurs most frequently in the distribution. The most frequently utilized measure of the central tendency is the mean.

Measures of variability define the amount of spread among the scores in the distribution. The purpose is to discover the variability of the scores. If the scores are close together then the variance is small. If the scores are more spread out in the distribution then the variance is high. The most frequently occurring measures of variability include the range and the standard deviation.
To compute the range the scores are first arranged in numerical order. The range is the difference between the highest and lowest scores. If the range is small the scores are close together. If the range is large then the scores are spread out. Range is not a very stable measure and only indicates a vague estimate of variability.

The standard deviation provides the most accurate measure of variability. Standard deviation represents how much the scores vary from the mean score. To determine the variance the difference between each score and the mean is squared and added together. This sum is divided by the number of scores minus 1. The standard deviation is the square root of the variance.

At the culmination of the 6-week phonemic awareness intervention, the DIBELS was re-administered by the researcher as a post-test instrument. The DIBELS pre and posttest scores for groups A & B were analyzed.
Chapter 4

Results

Introduction

The targeted population for this study was kindergarten students in an urban elementary school in Lafayette, LA. There were 7 sections of kindergarten classes in this school. Purposive sampling methods were utilized in selecting the two class samples. Characteristics shared by both groups needed to consist of the following criteria:

1. Same number of students in both classes.
2. Identical gender ratios.
3. Matching racial compositions.
4. Similar number of hearing impaired students.
5. Similar levels of education and experience for the participating instructors.

One of those classes consisted of a French Immersion class. The French Immersion class was excluded from inclusion in the study according to the following three criteria:

1. This Immersion class followed an alternative curricular format. All students were immersed and instructed in the French language without benefit of translation in all curricular areas except Language Arts.
2. The language arts instructional period was only 90 minutes per day. (The regular education SFA classes are instructed in Language Arts throughout the entire day).
3. Finally, this class contained 22 students rather than the lower parish-wide class sizes of 14.
One section of Kindergarten was closed in October 2004 by the school administration when that teacher resigned from the school system. The researcher’s class was automatically eliminated to avoid contamination from researcher bias. The samples for this study were then selected from the remaining 4 Kindergarten classes.

Of the remaining 4 sections of Kindergarten classes’ one instructor has taught for 30 years and another has been teaching for 20 years. These two were dismissed based on their dissimilar years of experience. The final two sections were selected for inclusion based on the previously mentioned criteria.

During the 2004-2005 school term the Lafayette Parish School System had initiated small teacher/pupil ratios in an effort to increase academic performance. System-wide Kindergarten class sizes ranged during this school term from a low of 11 students to a high of 17 Kindergarten students. Class sizes within this school ranged from 12 to 17 students.

In academic settings, random selection of students to research groups is not often feasible. In most cases intact, pre-formed non-random groups of students are the norm. The school administrators non-randomly selected the two selected samples. The two administrators said that the criteria they used for establishing classes included racial, gender and parental request. In addition, both administrators said that students repeating Kindergarten were evenly distributed among all but the French Immersion.

The researcher was the only investigator. She utilized outside assistance in locating individuals to sit in the researcher’s classroom during the observation periods. College students, parents of the researcher’s students and friends replaced the researcher in her absence.
The DIBELS (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills) was selected as the method of assessment. This test was selected as the assessment device because it provides greater depth, range and quality of information than other phonemic awareness tests. DIBELS provided an in-depth concentration on several measures of phonemic awareness. DIBELS was developed to identify students in need of intervention and to regularly monitor the development of their reading skills.

DIBELS was a standardized, timed and individually administered test. The test assessed the phonological awareness components of initial sounds fluency and phonemic segmentation fluency. Initial sounds fluency consisted of the student’s ability to identify and produce the individual sounds in words. Phoneme segmentation fluency referred to the student’s ability to produce the beginning sounds in orally pronounced words. Nonsense word fluency indicated the ability to blend phonemes together to create nonsense words.

Test administration was standardized in DIBELS. Detailed instructions were provided for test administration, timing techniques and for assessing each specific skill. A trained DIBELS instructor mentored the researcher in test administration. Researcher was required to administer the test on three separate occasions in the presence of the trained individual before being allowed to administer the test independently.

Analysis of the DIBELS pre and posttest scores was performed. The DIBELS Benchmark 2, Middle/Winter was administered during the first week of February 2005 as a pre-test measure. The two instructors taught phonemic awareness in an explicit and implicit method of instruction for six weeks. At the culmination of the six-week study the DIBELS Benchmark 3, End/Spring was re-administered as the post-test measurement.
Triangulation of qualitative and quantitative data was undertaken to establish greater credibility in research findings. The multiple forms of qualitative observations, interviews and document analyses combined with the quantitative pre and post-test DIBELS scores provided cross-validity checks. One additional form of triangulation involved the comparison between the two instructor’s verbal interview statements and their actual classroom performance was also undertaken.

This study was conducted over a six-week time frame. It commenced during the first week of February 2005. During the week of January 31 through February 4, 2005 instructor training was conducted by the researcher. In addition, the two instructors were interviewed. Classroom instruction in the implicit and explicit models began February 10, 2005. Pre and post study interviews were conducted with the two participating instructors. In addition, the researcher conducted interviews with the school’s principal and assistant principal. The interview guide is located in Appendix D. Classroom observations and DIBELS pre-test administration also occurred during this same time frame. The observations culminated during the last week of March 2005. Student post-testing occurred April 4-8, 2005. Following the post-tests the study was terminated.

Data derived from the classroom observations and interviews were collected. Themes emerging from the observations and interviews were then compiled into case studies on Groups A and B. Patton (1990) asserted that the case study method in qualitative analysis provides a method for the collection, organization and analysis of data.

As stated in Chapter 1 the purpose of this investigation was to explore two differing methods of phonemic awareness instruction. Group A received an explicit model of
phonemic awareness instruction while Group B received an implicit model of phonemic awareness instruction. The case studies on Groups A & B are organized and analyzed in a descriptive format according to Yin’s (2004) principles.

Qualitative Data

Introduction to Cases

Two instructors were involved in the phonemic awareness instruction. The instructor for Group A taught phonemic awareness using an explicit instructional model, while the instructor in Group B utilized an implicit method. For the purpose of this investigation, implicit instruction is understood but not directly stated. Instructors who teach phonemic awareness implicitly do not draw the connections between the letter (grapheme) and the sound (phoneme). Explicit phonemic awareness instruction is teacher-directed and clearly stated. In explicit instruction students are encouraged to concentrate on the sounds found within words. Students in explicitly taught phonemic awareness classrooms are encouraged to manipulate the sounds occurring within words.

Each case is organized and discussed within the following framework:

1. Background of instructor
2. Classroom environment
3. Phonemic awareness instruction

The background discussion provided an explanation of the two instructors who were participating in this study. The background information on the two instructors was obtained from the interviews and classroom observations. In addition, information was also obtained during daily interactions between the researcher and instructors.

The classroom environment included an overview of the two instructors’
classrooms. It involved details such as furniture placement and materials of instruction posted on the walls of the two classrooms. Teacher and student management styles are also included in this section.

Also discussed in the classroom environment section are the number and types of learning centers in each classroom. Learning centers were different areas in the classroom where students were allowed to participate in student-initiated learning opportunities. Centers provided developmentally appropriate experiences where students can learn through exploration. These centers provided a variety of active and quiet activities. Examples of the types of centers found in most kindergarten classrooms may include housekeeping/dramatic play, library/reading, math, art, writing, blocks and science centers.

The researchers’ role during the observation phase was discussed. The study was designed for the researcher to participate solely as an observer. The discussion included a focus on the researchers’ role as a participant and non-participant observer.

The discussion of phonemic awareness instruction encompassed the models employed by the instructors of Groups A and B. The instructor of Group A utilized an explicit phonemic awareness instructional model. The explicit phonemic awareness model of instruction is clearly stated and teacher-directed. The connections between the sound (phonemes) and the letter (graphemes) are clearly stated. Students were encouraged to experiment and explore phonemes daily during the course of this investigation.

The instructor for group B employed an implicit model of phonemic awareness instruction. The implicit model involved the instructor teaching phonemic awareness
without providing the connections between the sound (phoneme) and its corresponding letter (grapheme).

Group A

Background of Instructor

The instructor for Group A is a Caucasian female in her mid-twenties. Prior to marrying and moving to Lafayette, she lived and taught Kindergarten in Baton Rouge, LA. Instructor A graduated with a B.A. from LSU in Baton Rouge. She is certified to teach pre-Kindergarten and Kindergarten. Two years ago, she was married and consequently moved to the Lafayette area where she began teaching at this school. She became pregnant in the fall of 2004 and has just recently had her baby. The instructor for Group A has 5 years teaching experience.

In the initial interview when asked to explain her philosophy of teaching reading Group A’s instructor replied, “I believe that students have different learning styles and should be exposed to different types of reading instruction.” When encouraged to explain “different types of reading instruction”, she continued, “phonemic awareness, small group reading, read aloud, teacher modeling and sight vocabulary”. A follow-up question asked the instructor to explain how she merged her philosophy of teaching reading with the current reading program. Instructor A replied, “The reading program includes many of these skills in Shared Book, Kinder Roots, Fast Track Phonics, STAR and rhyme time”.
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Classroom Environment

In Group A the rectangular tables were arranged vertically across the length of the room. The low tables were only three feet tall to accommodate the young students’ diminutive stature. Students were seated at the tables facing one another.

During group time, students sat in two straight rows on the floor facing the teacher. Within the rows each student had an assigned spot. A blue tape bearing the student’s name designated the assigned spot.

The instructor in Group A was seated in the front and center of the room facing the students. All of the instructors’ manuals and other teaching supplies were placed in rolling bins on either side of the instructor’s chair. Every item the instructor needed for instruction was easily accessible. Once the instructor sat down and instruction began she rarely moved from her seated position.

Materials of instruction such as alphabet charts, daily calendars, thematic visuals and word walls encircled the walls of the classroom. This instructor had chosen a frog-centered theme for the classroom decor. There were comical frogs decorating the curtains, the calendar icons were frog shaped and there were numerous frog objects personalized with the teachers name scattered around the room.

Upon entering Group A’s classroom the housekeeping/dramatic play center was located in the left corner of the room. A child-sized wooden stove, refrigerator and sink were placed in this center. There was also a miniature wooden storage cabinet and food preparation center. Plastic eating utensils, pots and pans and dolls were also in this center. Since this classroom had been newly created all of the housekeeping furniture
possessed a white laminate finish with red trim. The block center was placed in plastic storage crates beside the housekeeping center.

Writing center materials were located on top of a low bookshelf in back of the room. This center was located immediately behind the student’s tables. Markers, pencils, erasers and assorted sized paper were in the writing center. There were also assorted sized crayons in the center.

Adjacent to the writing center was the math center. This area consisted of 5 boxes of manipulatives stacked on a low table. One box held tangram pieces and mats; another had various colored linking clips. There were lacing shapes with the accompanying cards. Assorted sized teddy bear counters with the pattern mats filled another box. Last on the table were a few wooden puzzles.

The library center was placed near the only window in the room. There was a low student-height bookshelf and a few cushions on the floor in the center. There were only a few books in this center.

The word wall was displayed on the cabinets that were hung in the rear of the room. Alphabet cards from A-Z were hung from the cabinet doors. The words were listed alphabetically under the corresponding letter. Most of the words were drawn from the reading vocabulary list. Some vocabulary words were those terms easily recognized by emerging readers. Labels such as “wall, door, window, and table” were also listed on the word wall. Under each letter of the alphabet were words beginning with that particular sound.

In Group A there was consistently minimal student talk. During the course of the observations, students were always quiet, never speaking and rarely moving. The
classroom climate was closely monitored and highly teacher directed. Students were required to raise their hand and wait to be called upon before speaking. Occasionally when students were working at their tables the instructor stated, “You may talk quietly at your tables”. In one instance, while students were working on a worksheet at their tables’ one student quietly asked another a question about the worksheet. The student haltingly replied while furtively sneaking a glance to see if the teacher had heard.

During the observation period in classroom A the researcher’s role was strictly that of a non-participant observer. The participants were aware of the researcher’s presence. No attempt was made by the participants in group A to involve the researcher in the classroom activities or discussions.

**Phonemic Awareness Instruction**

In the implicit phonemic awareness instructional model received by Group A both the instructor and students sang the song for the days of the week. The lyrics were engaging and fun yet both the instructor and the students sang in a routine or memorized fashion. The instructor presented a flat, blank facial expression as the song was sung. Likewise, the students’ facial expressions were also routine and emotionless.

The “good morning to you” song is also a rhyming and repetitive song that was sung daily. The instructor sang the song in a rote and memorized manner. The students also sang this song with little expression.

The phonemic awareness activities were presented in a fluid and fast-paced method. The instructor first introduced then modeled each activity before the students were directed to practice the skill. If a student began to get excited about the days’ activity, a stern look from the instructor terminated the student’s exuberance.
One activity was focused on the student’s manipulation of the ending sounds in words. The instructor modeled a few words and directed the students to listen for the ending sounds. Next, the students were requested to answer. A few students attempted the task and were unsuccessful. This proceeded for a time until the instructor asserted, “You are not doing well with this activity”. Instructor A then stopped the phonemic awareness instruction and began another subject area.

Several days later, the instructional focus was again placed on manipulation of ending sounds. This day’s focus was on ending sounds found in firefighter-themed vocabulary words. The instructor asked her students to listen to the sounds at the end of the words, “face, mistake, fire, cookout and shame”. After two students answered correctly, a succession of other students responded with incorrect answers. The instructor said, “Oooh! We need to practice with that”.

Immediately following the ending sound activity the instructor introduced a firefighter song to the students. The song was on tape so she played the song once. She announced, “First we will listen then we will sing”. The song had a catchy and fun melody. The students listened intently as the song was played. They eagerly attempted to sing the song. It was repeated two more times. Her students became progressively better at singing the song after every repetition.

During the week of Valentine’s Day, the instructor read a rhyming book on this holiday. As she read she called attention to the rhyming words on each page. By the end of the book all of the students were correctly responding to the rhyming valentine words. On the second day when the story was repeated, the instructor stopped reading every time
she encountered the rhyming phrase. She paused for the students to supply the missing word or phrase. The students successfully performed this activity.

When the students were writing in their journals some students were overheard quietly stretching the sounds for the words they were writing. In these instances the instructor ignored their quiet voices. A student stretched the phonemes in the word, c-a-t and c-a-r. Later she orally read her journal entry to her teacher, “I want a cat. I can take care of it”.

In all of the observations the instructor for Group A rarely smiled. Her facial expression was constantly frozen and devoid of any expression. Additionally, her rigid stance was demonstrated throughout the entire school day. For instance, as her students walked in line or sat at the lunch table the instructor remained unyielding and unsmiling.

An interview was conducted with the schools’ two administrators. They were asked to characterize the teaching style of Instructor A. The assistant principal replied, “Her management style is very cut and dry. Her teaching style is more geared to an older age group. She might be better suited to teach a first or second grade class. Her students do not get freedom of expression. She’s like a drill sergeant. She fits the mold of a first grade teacher”.

The school principal said that instructor A is “a lot more structured than instructor B”. When asked for additional details the principal reiterated, “She’s very structured”. The principal was largely uncommunicative when describing each of the instructors.

Instructor A was interviewed twice, once prior to beginning phonemic awareness instruction and again as an exit strategy. During the first interview, instructor A was asked which teaching style she feels most closely aligned with, traditional or
constructivist. She replied “constructivist. It’s how I was taught in elementary school and in college”.

Instructor A was asked how her students had performed utilizing this method of phonemic awareness instruction. She replied, “I don’t see any change in their writing or their recognition of sounds. I would say that there is no great or significant improvement. But I feel that this class is writing better than last years’ class”. She was then asked what factor produced the improvement in writing between the two classes. Instructor A replied “This class is older and more mature than last years’ class. I have several repeaters and 2 of my students are from Nigeria. They were six when they began Kindergarten”.

Group B

Background of Instructor

The instructor for Group B is a Caucasian female in her early forties. She is married to a high school coach. This instructor has 5 children ranging in age from 2 years to 15 years old. Instructor B has taught Kindergarten in Wisconsin, Texas and Louisiana for a total of 9 years.

Instructor B stated that her philosophy of teaching reading “is to immerse students in a literacy rich environment”. This instructor stated that she merged her philosophy with the current reading program “through shared books, shared writings, read aloud, Fast Track Phonics, guided reading groups, phonemic activities, writing activities, a writing center and a classroom library. In the classroom library I have books, magazines and a quiet reading area”.
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Classroom Environment

In Group B the rectangular tables were arranged in an L-type layout. As evidenced in Group A, the tables were low and only stood three feet tall. Students were seated at the tables facing and across from one another.

During group time students left their tables and congregated in a semi-circle on the floor facing the teacher. Most of the students sat randomly within the semi-circle. A few of the more active students were assigned positions in close proximity to the instructor. The helper for the day was seated directly beside the teacher.

Group B’s instructor was also seated. Her chair was situated in the front, left corner of the classroom. Her chair was personalized with her name. Some of the instructor’s manuals and teaching supplies were placed on the big book display stand which was located beside her chair. There were many instances when instructor A was forced to leave the instructional area to retrieve teaching supplies located in other areas in the room.

As found in Group A’s classroom, alphabet charts, daily calendar, thematic materials and word walls surrounded the room. A few Care Bears images were visible but no apparent theme was in evidence for this classroom. Most of the items decorating the walls were generic and commercially produced.

Shelves and furnishings in Group B’s classroom were wooden. This room had been established 30 years ago so the furniture appeared older and more worn than the furniture found in Group A. Many of the shelves had casters on the bottom to allow for ease in moving.
When entering classroom B on the immediate left was a mail center. This shelf contained small cubbyholes where students could place notes to their classmates. Each cubby was labeled with a student’s name. This center served as the writing and message center. Writing materials and paper were placed in a basket in one of the cubbyholes.

On the right of the classroom door directly across from the writing center was the block center. Large wooden building blocks filled the three shelves. The blocks were heavy and well worn.

Immediately behind the block center was the manipulative center. This center had puzzles, lacing cards, play-doh and two etch-a-sketches. All materials were again organized on an old wooden bookshelf. In addition, some magnifying glasses and materials to investigate created a miniature science area in the manipulative area. Students could examine feathers, rocks, sponges and other assorted items.

The library center was located directly behind the manipulative area. Books, magazines and nonfiction pieces of literature were organized on a small table. There were two student chairs at the table. This center was in the front right corner of the room.

On the opposite side of the classroom were the other centers. The technology center included the two computers. Two students were allowed to work on the computers during center time.

The dramatic play/housekeeping center was situated beside the computers. There was a student-sized refrigerator, stove and sink. All the furniture appeared old and worn.
There was a wooden doll bed, wooden ironing board and wooden iron. A wooden, plastic floor mirror was also in the dramatic center. A few dolls and some small doll clothes had been placed in the doll bed. There was also a box of clothes for students to pretend.

The word wall was again located on the cabinet doors lining one of the sidewalls of the room. As in Group A, alphabet cards from A-Z were posted and words beginning with the corresponding letter were listed. The word wall in this room had so many words listed that some were now trailing on the floor.

In Group B there were constant student-teacher interactions. The climate in classroom B was more relaxed and students were allowed to talk at their tables, in small groups and as they moved around the room. The sound level while not loud was constant. During a writing assignment at their tables one student looked over at another’s writing and told him “to put a period”. After he wrote the period the first student complimented him by replying “Very good!”

Instructor B smiled frequently and often laughed out loud at amusing sections in the literature. During group time she often communicated her thoughts to her students as in the book, Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain she said, “isn’t that funny? Can an arrow really fly up to the clouds?”

When the instructor noticed her students attention wavering she would announce “It’s time for a stretch break”. The participants stopped what they were doing, stood and stretched for about two minutes. After this pause, the instructor directed students to the next activity.

The researcher’s role in classroom B alternated between non-participant and participant-observer. Early during the observation period instructor B invited the
researcher to participate in the classroom activities. “Ms. Abshire, would you like to read my students journals?” Later during the observations the students would speak to the researcher, “Look, Ms. Abshire, see how I made the cloud”. In those instances the participants, both the instructor and the students, dictated the researchers’ role. These were isolated occurrences; however, so the majority of the observations were conducted in the non-participant role.

**Phonemic Awareness Instruction**

During daily phonemic awareness instruction Instructor B led her students in singing a rhyming months of the year song, a vowel song and days of the week song. Students enthusiastically sang on occasion becoming somewhat rambunctious. On such occasions, Instructor B warned, “Do you need to leave the meeting area?”

Instructor B introduced the bunny hop game. In this activity a prop bag containing pretend food was used. After the student pulled an object from the bag, he was required to state the beginning sound of his selected food. If the class decided that the food is one that a bunny would eat, then the food was placed in the bunny basket. Before it was dropped into the bunny basket the class counted the syllables within the word and all students bunny hopped that number of times. For example, a block of pretend cheese was pulled. The student said that “ch” was the beginning sound. The class then clap-counted the one syllable in the word cheese and hopped once. The second food drawn was a banana. The student pronounced “b” as its beginning sound, the class clap-counted 3 for the number of syllables in the word. Finally, the class bunny hopped three times for the 3 syllables in the word.
While the bunny hop game was being played students got progressively louder as they clapped and hopped the syllables. Students were very excited about the activity and eagerly anticipated their turn to answer. The hearing impaired students laughed out loud and smiled throughout the game.

During another observation period, as the researcher entered the room students were occupied in completion of a writing assignment. While Instructor B finished reading their journals those who had finished writing returned their journals to the proper place. The instructor directed the students to the reading area for singing time. One student exclaimed, “Oh boy, it’s time for tooty-ta”.

The hearing impaired student’s interpreter moved into the reading corner with the students who had completed their writing. While waiting for the instructor she reviewed some sign language signals with the class. She asked the students to demonstrate the sign language terms to invite a hearing impaired student to play either in centers or outside. Together they reviewed the signs for the words “Will you play with me? Thank you, yes and no”.

Instructor B inserted the Jean Feldman CD into the player. The teacher directed her students to listen to this song. “This is the first time you hear this. It’s a repeating song. Let’s listen, then we’ll sing”. Students and the instructor enthusiastically listened to the song titled Monkeys and the Alligator. The instructor reminded the students to listen closely to the rhyming phrases in the song. After listening to the song students sang the song with minimal input from the instructor.

After the alligator song, Group B’s instructor played another song from the same Feldman CD. Again the instructor called their attention to the use of rhyme in this song.
Then both the students and the instructor repeated the rhyming lyrics. After the song the instructor told the students to stand and stretch.

During the following day’s phonemic awareness instruction period the instructor directed students’ attention to the same Jean Feldman CD. The monkey and alligator song was sung. Then everyone sang the Mother Gooney Bird song. Students knew this song well and eagerly participated.

The text Bringing the rain to Kapiti Plain (Aardema, 1981) was introduced. The story is a cumulative, rhyming African folktale. Instructor B read the text in a singsong rhythmic tone. After the reading and a brief story discussion, students were directed to write about the folktale. Students returned to their tables and were quietly talking among themselves. Two boys were gesturing to one another how they would shoot an arrow up to the clouds. Another student told the researcher, “Look, Ms. Abshire how I made my cloud”. A different student remarked aloud, “I’m making a cloud”.

Once everyone had written something about the story they returned to the meeting area with their writing samples. Instructor B joined the students while remarking, “I’m so excited, and I can’t wait to see your writing!” Students took their turn sitting in the “special chair” to read their writing aloud. Students eagerly clapped and smiled as each student read their journals.

The school principal and assistant principal were interviewed. They were both asked to characterize the teaching style of Instructor B. The assistant principal replied, “She’s more child-centered, something like a mother hen. She’s more tolerant of certain behaviors. She ignored more behaviors than Instructor A”.
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The school principal characterized Instructor B as “Nurturing. There’s never a change in her demeanor with her students. She’s very positive. Even when she’s correcting someone she’s very positive. If things are not working she’s flexible”.

Instructor B was interviewed prior to beginning phonemic awareness instruction and again as an exit strategy. In the initial interview she was asked to characterize her own teaching style. She replied, “I was trained in a pure constructivist approach. But with constructivist teaching, discipline is not concentrated on and I can’t deal that way. I need discipline. I guess I am a combination of both schemes. I think it is impossible to be a strict constructivist teacher in Kindergarten”.

Instructor B was asked to detail her students’ progress after being exposed to this method of phonemic awareness instruction. “I believe this class’ writing has benefited from this method of phonemic awareness instruction. I also feel they have a greater appreciation and looked forward to it. They have more excitement and enthusiasm for music now. They became more involved and participated more than other classes. I think it’s cute to see the change in the student’s attitude, they always wanted to sing.”

She continued, “One of the things that impressed me by this method of instruction is that I value music more. I look to incorporate more music into my teaching in the future. I found that my students never got tired of the songs and music and they have a greater feeling of success”.

Document Analysis

A review of the cumulative records on the students in Groups A and B was
conducted. The Student Registration report on each of the students in Group A and Group B was analyzed. Both groups contained a total of 14 students each. An analysis of the student’s chronological age at the time of the phonemic awareness intervention was undertaken. Chronological age is reported in terms of the year and month. The ranges in chronological age for the 28 students are provided.

In Group A, six students were aged 5.4-5.7, three were 5.8-6.0 and three were 6.4. Two were repeating Kindergarten and were therefore older than their classmates. The repeater was 7.1 years. One student was from Nigeria and had begun school at 6 years of age. At the time of the intervention the Nigerian was 7.7 in chronological age.

In Group B, seven students were aged 5.4-5.7, three were 5.8-6.0 and two were 6.4 in chronological age. Two students were repeating kindergarten in this class. Their chronological ages were 6.2 and 6.7.

The Student Registration report also revealed that in Group A seven of the parents were married and seven were single parents. In this group, nine parents possessed college degrees and four had high school degrees. Four parents had not completed high school. Parental occupations included two who were self-employed, one was a cook, one desk clerk, two were military, three were homemakers, one was a pharmacist, web editor, college soccer coach and one teacher.

In Group B, nine parents were married and six were single parents. Six parents had college degrees and six had a 12th grade education. Parental occupations included two homemakers, one truck driver, carpenter, day care worker, painter, one restaurant manager. Eight parents had not listed any occupation on the form.
Quantitative Data

Although the focus of this study utilized a qualitative methodology, a brief quantitative analysis is provided for the reader. Descriptive statistics such as the mean and the standard deviation were calculated for the students in Group A and Group B. Descriptive statistics employ a numerical format to summarize large quantities of data. Principal measures of these statistics include measures of central tendency (mean, median, mode) and variability (range, standard deviation).

DIBELS pre-test and post-test scores were analyzed for each group. These scores were analyzed to determine the impact of the phonemic awareness training. The two groups involved in this study contained a total of 14 students in each group. A total of 28 students participated in this study. The raw data set is in Appendix L. Three major findings arose from this analysis. Table 2 summarizes the data in Appendix L.

Table 2
Descriptive statistics based on the raw data in Appendix L.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNF 14</td>
<td>43.14</td>
<td>14.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSF 14</td>
<td>35.79</td>
<td>13.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWF 14</td>
<td>30.86</td>
<td>19.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table cont’d)
Finding - 1

Group A (explicit) indicates gains compared to group B (implicit) in all three DIBELS components, LNF, PSF and NWF. These gains were measured by computing the difference between post-test - pre test data. (Gain score = post – test score minus the pre-test score). See Table 3.

On the LNF component Group A achieved a mean gain score of 13.29 as opposed to Group B’s mean gain score of 5.36. See Table 4 for details. The PSF gain score of Group A was 15.00 while Group B exhibited a 9.57 mean gain score. On the NWF Group A’s mean gain score =14.57 while Group B achieved a gain score of 1.14.

Finding – 2

One interesting finding is that among the subjects in Group A the gains in the three components appear to be unrelated. The same finding also holds true for the subjects in Group B. Data indicated that gain in one component may not imply the gains in the other two. No relationship is apparent between the three skills. Each mean gain
appeared to occur independently of the other two. This pattern appears to be replicated in Group B. See Table 3 above and Appendix L.

Table 3
Raw data for test gain for both groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject #</th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LNF gain</td>
<td>PSF gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding – 3
Within each group gains were observed for each component. This indicated that post-test scores on LNF, PSF and NWF tended to be considerably higher than that of pre-test scores.

Within Group A
(i) Gain in LNF was compelling.

(ii) Gain in PSF was compelling.

(iii) Gain in NWF was compelling.

Within Group B

(i) Gain in LNF has been marginal.

(ii) Gain in PSF was compelling.

(iii) Gain in NWF was minimal.

Details are given in Table 4.

Table 4

Summary of test score gains for both the groups [Gain = Post test score – Pre test score]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th></th>
<th>Group B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNF</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.29</td>
<td>17.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>11.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWF</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14.57</td>
<td>18.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 5

Conclusions

The intent of this study was to explore whether there were differences between two methods of phonemic awareness instruction. Two groups of kindergarten students were selected. Group A received an explicit method of phonemic awareness instruction while Group B received an implicit method of instruction.

For the purpose of this study implicit phonemic awareness instruction is implied but not directly stated. Instructors who teach phonemic awareness implicitly do not draw the connections between the letter (grapheme) and the sound (phoneme). Explicit phonemic awareness instruction is clearly stated and teacher-directed. In explicit instruction students are encouraged to concentrate on the sounds found within words. Students in explicitly taught phonemic awareness classrooms are encouraged to manipulate the sounds in words and phrases.

Qualitative and quantitative data were analyzed to provide triangulation between the accumulated data. Observations, document analysis and interviews were compiled into case studies on the two groups of participants. Combined together the case studies and the quantitative findings lend credence to the findings. Caution is advised when generalizing across populations in the use of these findings since they represent results from two small sample sizes. The two groups involved in this study contained a total of 14 students in each group. A total of 28 students participated in this study.

By referring back to the original research questions a framework is provided for the summary of findings.
• Question 1: What is the impact of phonemic awareness instruction on reading achievement for Kindergarten students?

Group A, the explicit method consistently outperformed Group B across all DIBELS skill areas. In letter naming fluency (LNF), phoneme segmentation fluency (PSF) and nonsense word fluency (NWF) Group A exhibited compelling gains. The instruction in Group A was delivered in a direct, explicit manner. In this group, the instructional environment was highly teacher-directed. Routines were well structured and rigidly adhered to. Teacher dialogue dominated in all areas. Based on the findings from this exploration, the explicit method appears to be the superior method of phonemic awareness instruction.

Group B achieved fewer gains across all DIBELS skill areas. This implicit phonemic awareness group exhibited marginal gains on their LNF post-test scores. Their performance on the PSF was compelling, while their gains on the NWF were minimal. In this group, the instructional environment was student centered. The evidence of large gains on only one measure of the DIBELS assessment could indicate that the implicit method of phonemic awareness instruction is less effective than the explicit method.

One of the particularly intriguing findings to emerge from this exploration is that the post-test gains across all three DIBELS components appear to be unrelated for both groups. No relationship is apparent between the LNF, PSF and NWF scores for both groups. If a student could recognize the letters of the alphabet in LNF, that did not automatically transfer to his knowledge of phonemes. Likewise, achievement in phoneme segmentation fluency did not indicate there would be achievement in nonsense word
fluency. The gains in one component did not transfer and provide for gains in the other two. These unrelated findings were replicated in both Group A and Group B.

Stanovich (1986) postulated that the individual differences exhibited in early reading development may be “developmentally limited” (p. 362). He explained that these early differences in development may be altered during subsequent levels of reading achievement. It is conceivable that the unrelated post-test gains across DIBELS components in the two groups may be developmentally and individually limited.

An uncontrollable potentially influential variable in this study was the chronological age of the kindergarten students at the time of the intervention. The 28 students involved in this phonemic awareness intervention ranged in age from 5.5 (5 years and 5 months) to 6.4 (6 years and 4 months) in chronological age. According to Louisiana Law a student must achieve 5 years by September 30th in the year they enter kindergarten.

The unrelated observations that arose from this study could stem from the maturation differences among the students within the two groups. (A Maturation difference refers to the expected normal growth of a student’s physical, intellectual and emotional changes that occur over an extended time). Many of the students in Group A were older than those in Group B.

Additionally, Group A contained several students from Nigeria who were older. They began the school year at 6 years old. According to the instructor in Group A, the educational expectations of the Nigerian parents were readily apparent. These parents held their children to stricter standards than some of the other students. In addition, the students repeating Kindergarten were older than the other students in the group. Those
students who were 6 years and older were generally more mature than their 5.5 year old counterparts. Future research should be sensitive to the potential confounds of chronological age and even social maturity.

Vygotsky (1999) asserted that learning occurs in “fits and starts”. The unrelated observations arising as a result of this study may also be as a result of this cycle. Results from the pre and posttests demonstrate that some students who scored high initially did The great range in the student’s individual ages and experiences may account for some of the irregular achievement patterns by the students in this study. This irregular achievement pattern may be attributed to maturation differences.

One of the other factors that may have affected the variation between pre-test and post-test scores involved the DIBELS test administration. In the DIBELS pre-test situation all students were escorted to a vacant classroom for the test. This classroom was quiet since just the researcher and three students were the only occupants in the room.

In this setting students were tested individually by the researcher. Students who were waiting to be tested were seated in the far corner of the room. While waiting their turn they were given the option of coloring in a coloring book or reading some predictable literature. Distractions were kept to a minimum in this setting. Both groups of students were pre-tested in this manner.

The post-test DIBELS setting was markedly different from the pre-test. During the pre-test there were two vacant classrooms in the school. However, during the post-test both previously vacant rooms were occupied. Therefore, the only option available to the researcher was to administer the post-test in the researcher’s classroom.
In order to minimize the distractions during the post-test setting the researcher obtained a parent volunteer to teach the researcher’s students. The researcher and the student being tested were seated behind a wooden partition in the corner of the researcher’s classroom. With the researcher’s students present during the post-test setting the noise level during the test was slightly greater than in the original pre-test administration.

- Question 2: How does phonemic awareness delivered via an implicit instructional method differ from an explicit, method in their respective impact on reading achievement?

An unanticipated finding emerged during the course of the observations. Although both instructors teach in a school utilizing the Success For All school-wide model for reading instruction that required that all teachers employ a scripted, teacher-directed approach to teaching reading. Both instructors have received extensive training in teaching this school-wide model. Observations revealed the extreme variation in teaching styles between the two instructors.

In interviews both instructors professed a constructivist philosophy for teaching. Constructivist educators such as Dewey, Piaget and Vygotsky supported a student-centered environment where learning was constructed by the students. In actual practice, however, these two instructors employed strikingly dissimilar styles of instruction.

The instructor of Group B employed constructivist methods while the instructor of Group A utilized a highly traditional style of teaching. Students in this group sat quietly at all times and only spoke after being called upon. The amount of teacher dialogue in this classroom far exceeded the amount of student-generated dialogue. In
large group situations students sat on assigned spots on the carpet. When walking in a line on campus students walked quietly with their right index finger covering their mouth. As indicated by the assistant principal the instructor for Group A employed a “drill-sergeant” type of teaching style.

Despite her interview comments indicating her self perception as a constructivist type of teacher, instructor A was in actual fact a traditional teacher. Instructor A’s observed teaching style contradicts her stated philosophy of teaching. This apparent inconsistency between instructor A’s observed teaching style and her interview statements leads to an intriguing conjecture. Perhaps she teaches the way she has been taught throughout her educational experience. Maybe the “all eyes facing forward”, all desks in a straight line, teacher standing front and center of the classroom is the only way she knows how to teach. Or it may be that the teacher-directed, traditional style better reflects her individual personality. Instructor A appeared to be perfectly suited to an explicit, direct instructional model. She did not demonstrate the behaviors commonly attributed to the Constructivist methodology. The comparison between Instructor A’s verbal statements and her actual teaching performance serve as a further triangulation method.

Limitations

The small class size was a limiting factor. During the 2004-2005 school term the Lafayette Parish School System had implemented small teacher/pupil ratios in an effort to increase academic achievement. System-wide Kindergarten class sizes ranged during this school term from a low of 11 students to a high of 17 Kindergarten students. Class sizes
within this school ranged from 12 to 17 students in all classrooms. In this study, there were 14 students in both Groups A and B.

All of the students in Groups A and B were exposed to a phonics-based reading program during the Fall 2004 school term. All of the English-language consonants and a few consonant diagraphs were introduced. According to the Success For All program the goal of this phonics program was aimed at exposure, not mastery of the skills presented. Therefore, the students’ scores may be impacted by prior exposure to similar instruction. However, since both groups received the same instruction the findings are considered valid.

The length of time for the study was an additional limiting factor. While 6 weeks is an adequate time frame, a study commencing in the Fall with the DIBELS pre-test, a mid-year assessment and culminating with a post-test could provide more findings.

Recommendations for further research:

Expand the study to include additional groups of kindergarten students in other public school settings. This study was limited in the number of groups that could be observed by one researcher. Therefore, if there were more groups the resulting findings could be enhanced.

Conclusions

Taken together the triangulation between the qualitative observations and interviews coupled with the pre and post-test quantitative data supports the finding that phonemic awareness instruction delivered via an explicit, direct instruction method appears to provide greater academic achievement over an implicit method. Based on this study, the explicit method appears to be the superior method of phonemic awareness
instruction. This finding replicates the findings from Bradley and Bryant, 1983; Lundberg, Frost and Peterson, 1988; Cunningham, 1990; O’Connor, Jenkins, Leicester & Slocum, 1993; National Reading Panel, 2000.

Findings from the Cunningham (1990) experiment indicated that the method of phonemic awareness instruction does affect future reading ability. Both the Kindergarten and First grade students who were exposed to the explicit emphasis on segmenting and blending achieved significantly higher than the skill and drill method. Cunningham maintained that direct instruction yield greater academic gains over the implicit method.

Based on these findings several assertions may be offered. The principal finding is that the explicit method of phonemic awareness instruction appears to be superior over an implicit method. Furthermore, the traditional, scripted, direct instruction model of instruction appears to facilitate explicit phonemic awareness instruction. Finally, the older chronological age of students in Group A appears to provide greater academic achievement than younger chronological age students in Group B.

Future research should be directed investigating the “developmental limitations” proposed by Stanovich (1986). Specific attention should be given investigating the chronological age of students at Kindergarten entry. Perhaps the individual differences in chronological age affect academic achievement. Investigations should explore whether older chronological aged Kindergarten students perform academically superior to younger aged Kindergarten students.
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Letter to Superintendent

Sue A. Abshire
600 Foreman Drive
Lafayette, LA 70506

November 9, 2004

Dear Superintendent,

I am a full-time Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction at Louisiana State University. I have completed my coursework and am continuing my dissertation research for a doctorate in reading. My major field of study is in working with students who are learning to read.

I am requesting permission to conduct research for my study. This investigation will commence in the Spring 2005 school semester at an elementary school in Lafayette Parish. This study will run for 6 weeks and will involve two intact kindergarten classes. I have already received approval from the school principal and the two participating teachers.

I welcome the opportunity to discuss my research with you and answer any questions that you may have.

Respectfully yours,

Sue A. Abshire
Appendix B
Letter to Principal

Sue A. Abshire
600 Foreman Drive
Lafayette, LA 70506

November 9, 2004

Dear Principal,

I am a full-time Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction at Louisiana State University. I have completed my coursework and am continuing my dissertation research for a doctorate in reading. My major field of study is in working with students who are learning to read.

I am requesting permission to conduct research for my study. This investigation will commence in the Spring 2005 school semester at your school. The study will run for 6 weeks and will involve two intact kindergarten classes. I have already received approval from the two participating teachers.

I welcome the opportunity to discuss my research with you and answer any questions that you may have.

Respectfully yours,

Sue A. Abshire
Appendix C

Letter to Teachers

Sue A. Abshire
600 Foreman Drive
Lafayette, LA 70506

November 9, 2004

Dear Teacher,

I am a full-time Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction at Louisiana State University. I have completed my coursework and am continuing my dissertation research for a doctorate in reading. My major field of study is in working with students who are learning to read.

I am requesting permission to conduct research for my study. This investigation will commence in the Spring 2005 school semester at your school. The study will run for 6 weeks and will involve your kindergarten class. I have already received approval from Superintendent Easton and your principal.

I welcome the opportunity to discuss my research with you and answer any questions that you may have.

Respectfully yours,

Sue A. Abshire
Appendix D

Interview Questions

1. What is your philosophy of teaching kindergarten students to read?

2. How do you fit your philosophy into the overall scheme of your current SFA reading program?

3. In your opinion, what are the most critical skills in teaching reading?

4. How would you define the term phonemic awareness?

5. What impact do you feel that phonemic awareness plays in learning to read?

6. How do you currently teach phonemic awareness?

7. In the past, have your students views of themselves as readers been altered after being exposed to phonemic awareness instruction?

8. While phonemic awareness has been shown to be critical for the at-risk student, has it been beneficial to the average and above average student?

9. Have students who have recently transferred into your class profited from phonemic awareness instruction?

10. Is there anything further that you would like to add?
Appendix E

IRB Application
Appendix F

Consent Form

Sue A. Abshire
600 Foreman Drive
Lafayette, LA 70506

February 3, 2005

Dear Parents,

I am a full-time PhD candidate in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction at Louisiana State University. I have completed my coursework and am continuing my dissertation research for a doctorate in reading. My major field of study is in working with students who are learning to read.

I am requesting your permission to conduct research for my study. This investigation will commence in the Spring 2005 school semester at your child’s school. This study will run for 6 weeks and will involve your child’s kindergarten class. I have already received approval from your Superintendent, Principal and Teacher.

I will be observing your child’s class over a six-week period. During this time, two reading assessments will be administered. In an effort to protect your child’s confidentiality and anonymity, groups will be identified as either Group A or Group B.

I welcome the opportunity to discuss my research with you and answer any questions that you may have.

Respectfully yours,

Sue A. Abshire
Appendix G

Letter of Assent

Group# ______   Date ___________

I __________________________  agree to participate in this dissertation project.

____________________________________
Student Name
Appendix H

Research Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualitative</th>
<th>Quantitative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trustworthy</td>
<td>Validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
<td>Internal validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferability</td>
<td>External validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependability</td>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmability</td>
<td>Objectivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix I

Materials List

Book/CD sets


Marzollo, J. Ten cats have hats. Orlando: Harcourt.


Literature selections


Musical selections


Teacher Materials

## LAFAYETTE PARISH SCHOOL SYSTEM

### Student Registration Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date Entered</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security #</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student's Name</td>
<td>Last</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maiden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Birth</td>
<td>Place of Birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zip Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Phone: (Mother)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Father)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell Phone:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pager:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Last, First, Maiden

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Maiden</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
<th>Place of Birth</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Family Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single Parent</th>
<th>Married</th>
<th>Divorced Parent</th>
<th>Student resides with</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Both Parents</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### School Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
<th>Brothers &amp; Sisters</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Birthdate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette Parish School</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System © 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Emergency Contacts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Phone #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills™ 6th Edition

DIBELS

Kindergarten Scoring Booklet
DIBELS™ Benchmark Assessment

Edited By:
Roland H. Good III
Ruth A. Kaminski
University of Oregon

Available:
http://dibels.uoregon.edu/

Instructions:
This packet includes 2 parts: the student response form and student stimulus materials. The student response forms are photocopied back to back and saddle stapled. The same form is used by each student for each benchmark assessment throughout the year. The second part is the reusable student stimulus materials. Make one copy for each person who is doing the benchmark testing. They can be laminated and comb bound for reuse.


© 2002 Dynamic Measurement Group, Inc. Revised: 05/12/03
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Benchmark 1</th>
<th>Benchmark 2</th>
<th>Benchmark 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Word Fluency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nonword Word Fluency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phoneme Fluency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Letter Naming</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fluency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial Sound</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final/Blend</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle/Inter</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**School:**

**District:**

**Name:**

**Teacher:**

---

*Kindergarten Benchmark Assessment*

*University of Oregon*

*Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills® 6th Ed.*
## Appendix L

Raw data [See Notations Below]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X^1</td>
<td>X^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notations:**

- X^1 = LNF
- X^2 = PSF
- X^3 = NWF
- X^1 pre = pre-test LNF
- X^1 post = post-test LNF
- X^2 pre = pre-test PSF
- X^2 post = post-test PSF
- X^3 pre = pre-test NWF
- X^3 post = post-test NWF
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